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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

M E M 0 R A \ N D U M

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

SUBJECT: CP, USA v

ORGANIZATION '

)

IS J- C

DATE:

CINAL

Attached hereto for the Bureau are 'four: copies
and attached to each’ copy of this letter one copy of an
informant ’s statement concerning sessions of a meeting of
the National Board of the CP, USA held on 7/17-18/65.

This information was furnished by|
|

Who has furnished reliable information in the past on b6
7/19-20/65 to SA

| |
b7c

The original informant report is maintained in b7D
Chicago file A]

|

~|

/yf EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING
AND DISSEMINATION OF THE INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM THIS
HIGH PLACED INFORMANT.
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Chicago, Illinois
July 19, 1965

A meeting of the National Board of the Communist

Party (CP), USA, was held at the Park Sheraton Hotel, New

York i New York’, starting the morning of July 16, 1965, and

continuing on through July 17, and 18, 1965, and also was

scheduled to continue on July 19, 1966 « The general pur-

pose of this meeting was announced by some of the members

present was .for preparation of material for pre-convention

discussion.

The agenda announced for this meeting .is,as follows

For July .16, 1965, a discussion of a proposed CP

program for the United States with a report by GUS HALL*

On July 17, 1965, a discussion of a draft statement on .labor

policy followed by discussion. Also on July 17, there was

originally proposed a discussion of a draft statement on the

struggle for Negro rights. Also on July 17, a sub-report'

by 'HERBERT APTHEKER on the recently held World Peace Council

Assembly held in Helsinki, Finland, which AFTHEKER attended;
*

} I
*

’

•

. .

!'

this was not to be followed by any discussion,,. Next a report
' "

‘-''t ' -
*

*
*

, ^

by HY LUMER on the results and: .an evaluation of the recently
*?

.
. . <

.
.•



held youth school with no discussion. On July 18, 1965,

h report by MICKEY LIMA from Northern California on the

struggle against poverty followed by a discussion* On*

July 19, 1965, a report and discussion on the defense of

the CP * Lastly, a summary and conclusions by GUS wall

also taking place on July 19, 1965,

The National Board as far as is known was present

with the exception of CARL WINTER who was in Roumania,

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT who had an engagement in Chicago and GEORGE

MORRIS who also was on a trip. There were present several

visitors invited to participate on particular points in*

the discussions. The attendance included the following:

QMS HALL

HENRY WINSTON
DAN RUBIN
HELEN WINTER
MORRIS CHILDS
IRV POTASH
LOU WEINSTOCK
ROBERT THOMPSON
WILLIAM PATTERSON
JAMES JACKSON
DOROTHY HEALEY
AT. PICHMOND

I € A -Pomefemale- Negro- from Philadelphia)

(white male in late
| |

or

ho
b7C
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BETTY GANNETT TGRMEY
.TAMES Tnmrev

PHIL BART
GIL GREEN
HIKE DAVIDOW
GEORGS BEYERS

JACK STACHEL
LD JOHNSON
from Brooklyn)

ho
b7C

HERBERT AETHEKER (for part-time only)
TEQ-BASSHaca* (for part-time only)

HY LStoER

A report on labor was given on Saturday* July 17*

' 1965* 'by IRV POTASH. The Board had before it a rough draft
if

Outline of about three mimeographed pages listing questions

dealing wi£bt the problem in the Labor Movement in the U.S*

It was this document that had been passed out to the Board

members on July 16* 1965* which was being discussed; POTASH

opened the discussion with the following preliminary remarks:

He indicated that the Party heeds a realistic estimate

of the trends in the American Labor Movement. There are

many stirrings such as wildcat strikes and longer strikes

involving issues of wages* but more so job insecurity. There *
.

were major upsets. Some of the established unions such as

IUE are still reflecting a deep dissatisfaction among the rank .

and file.

3
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There have been some voices in labor raised against

the policy of the U 9 S 7 in Viet Nam, However t these are

few and far between. Many workers are complaining about the

physical hardships on the Job. There must be a differentiation

by our Party as we examine the Labor Movement. It is not

one homogeneous bloc.. There are certain basic differences

among its leadership and its rank and file. There are

also large areas of disagreement with estimates in the

Party °s Trade Union Commission and it is these differences

POTASH wanted to discuss*

One of the differences that exists, in the Party fa

Trade Union Commission is the assessment of why the Party

should criticize the leadership of the Trade Union Movement.

Some comrades speak only of the positive side of the Trade

Union Movement. Others continuously speak of the negative.

In POTASH Qs opinion there should be a critical approach,

particularly toward MEANY and
|

for their stand on

International questions. However, the criticism should not

be leveled in such a way that it tends to feed the anti-labor

anti-trade union attack that is currently taking place in

the left. The Party should spend time in helping develop

4 -
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the left and ranis and file movement.- Sane comrades in ,
-

.

the Commission do not see the need for such form in :the -

Trade Union Movement. POTASH, in his opinion, feels- there

is not only a possibility, but a necessity for Independent
.

- -

forms in the Trade Union Movement i Some people in the

Commission feel that the Party should move toward the

mobilization of left, centers in the Trade Union Movement*

This too^should be discussed. The Party must fight

for. organization 1 of the unorganized as well, as fight to

repedl 14 B. The draft resolution going, out -to the Party

for discussion should also have estimates of the ARCHIE 'BROWN';

victory in California and should also include a section

dealing with socialism.

GUS HALL proposed that we have an information

report from HERBERT APTHEKER who had attended the World

Peace Congress in Helsinki before going into discussion

of the hbove.

The reason for this interruption in the agenda

was due to the fact that APTHEKER had to leave the meeting.

- 5 -
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APTHEKER reported as follows

;

The World Peace Conference opened in Helsinki y

Finland, with approximately 14,060 delegates representing

98 countries * There were 27 African countries, '22 Asian

countries and 25 European countries with a total delegation

of 680o There were 20 countries of &atin America with a

total of 152 delegates « One organization from West Berlin

sent delegates « There were 125 from the Unites 'States,

Canada, Australia and Hew Zealand, 96 specifically from

the UoSc , 15 Ministers of State, .92 members of Parliament,

1200 male and 250 female.

The Congress, APTHEKER continued, was extremely

successful. The opposition came from the Chinese delegation

who were opposed to the holding of the Congress and

fought against it being held* Their efforts were defeated*

At the Congress itself, after the Chinese were defeated,

they asked for special time to present their views , The
f

UoS 0 asked for equal time and time was granted,

APTHEKER indicated that he was. on a committee

of five to write the speech for the American delegation

and th0y worked long hours to prepare the speech. The

Chinese gave their speech and it was not well received,

~ 6 ~
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Dr. CARLETON GOODLETT delivered the speech for the

American delegation and APTHEKER indicated that the

reception was unequaled in any of his experiences in

any conference or congress. The ovation lasted for a

full 15 or 20 minutes with tremendous enthusiasm. The

,'©hia©se stood up, but did not applaud. The U.S. Delegation

was perhaps the best delegation ever to attend an inter-

national conference. There were 22 from the Women's

Strike forces, two Methodist Ministers, one Negro,

CORE Chairmen from Los Angeles, two Quakers and members

of SDS, the DuBols Club, and SANE.

Another struggle that took place at the

Congress was the .efforts by the Chinese to make it only

a plenum rather than a working congress. They were
t

defeated on this also and the conference was a working

conference.

On the resolutions, the Chinese proposed that

only one resolution come from the Congress and that

it be a denunciation of American imperialism. However,

they were defeated on this also and the North Vietnamese

delegation proposed a resolution and it was passed. -

- 7 -
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Their resolution differed from the Chinese resolution

in that it didn't have all of the blood and guts in it.

There was also a resolution proposed on the peace question

in general « This resolution was passed unanimously.

The resolution proposed by the North Vietnamese delegation

passed in the U.S. delegation with 59 yes; 9 no; and 6

abstentions. 22 Women Strike For Peace Corps delegates

from the tJ.S. delegation drafted a statement calling for
K% *

a return to the Geneva agreement.

There was warm feeling by the entire Congress

toward the U.S. delegation.

APTHEKER closed by indicating that his experience

was that the American Party must be more represented at

these congresses. He indicated that our action can be

decisive particularly around certain of these ideological

questions. APTHEKER indicated that the leader of the

American delegation, Dr. CARLETON GOODLETT , did not vote

for the resolution of the Vietnamese. He did accept the

responsibility of reading the speech the American delegation

wrote, but he abstained in voting for the other resolutions

- 8 -
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APTHEKER explained it that GOQDLETT has certain ties

in Washington and that he felt it nay he putting him

too fax* on the left; however, when GOODLETT discussed

" leaving the peace congress because it was too left

»

APTHEKER indicated from discussion he was convinced

not to withdraw and he did not.

There were several other disruptive elements

to the Conference other than the Chinese;- One was

from Albania and some guy who claimed to be an American

who sat in on the American delegation and played a ..very

disruptive role, but in spite of all the difficulties
*

a tremendous conference was held and a very enthusiastic

delegation attended from the U*S*

They then went back to the discussion of the

labor policy statement. The first speaker was LOUIS

WElNSTOCKo

WEINSTOCK indicated he was reluctant to.

speak because he had not been in activity for a long

time because of his health. He also indicated that he

would not be available and in a way was saying goodbye

to the comrades. He then indicated that he had one or

•• 9 w



two questions about the draft statement and the main

one he presented was the statement as to the demand

to outlaw JIM CHOW locals in the trade union movement*

He spent time with the resolution to discuss international

solidarity with particular reference to the WFPU.

He also discussed his opinion of the necessity

for a friendly, but critical approach to the Trade

Union leadership and also he indicated that the resolu-

tion should highlight the victory of ARCHIE BROWN

against the LANDRUH-GRXFFIN Deal*

The next speaker was OIL GREEN.

GREEN indicated that the resolution should

begin by restating some basic theological propositions.

These propositions emphasise the role of the working

class as the new class that can transform society* The

Trade Union Movement must be viewed as the most

important organization in the 0«S« No change will

be possible without the Trade Union playing the leading

role, therefore, it becomes a more important task for

our Party. The Labor Movement is not playing that

role today. It is not a unified organization and it is
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not necessarily synonymous with tho working class* The

Party approach should include: 1. That our Party

fight for the building and strengthening of the unions*

2* We fight against any split in the labor movement,,

either through corruption, bribery or racism* 3* That

we must recognize that we are fighting in a country

that: has the strongest imperialist power and that we

must fight to have the Trade Unions .struggle against this

imperialism o We should also understand that objective

conditions alone will not lead to class consciousness*

This is true because there has been a change in the

composition of the American working class and this change

requires more ideological understanding by the Party*

There will not be any change in the Labor Movement unless

it is stimulated by rank and file movement* We must

bring forth class policies with clarity* As an example

the Party should undertake to write a pamphlet dealing

with the rights of the mine workers union and through

suoh a pamphlet draw lesson for the Labor Movement* We

must examine specific industries from the viewpoint of

concentration and establish new Party bases especially

- 11 -
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~ among Negro and Puerto Rican youth. There must be the
r *

r closest coordination between the Trade Unions and the
' h jT ; '

r '
/ ;/

' / Community. As far as organfetion is concerned the
~-+ fy

' '

^ Party must be more detailed on tactics and forms . They
* /

: must fight for the rank and file to participate in their

union and we-,must develop a program for the left in the

Trade Union Movement 1

. The resolution must help to

mobolize the Party , for Trade Union work.

|was the next speaker.

emphasized the necessity for the left in

the Trade Union Movement. The main weakness is the

ideological barrier to build Trade Union unity. We

must fight against ,the craft, ideology and try to

mobolize the unions to fight on Section 14B.

emphasized questions on the war on poverty,' minimum wage

and political action movement as they affect labor.

GEORGE METERS was the next speaker.

MEYERS indicated that more discussion is needed

on the extent of the Labor Movement. Then MEYERS went

through several trade union publications , reading

excerpts from articles to indicate the. tremendous stirrings.

-12 -
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taking place in the Trade. Union Movement on both economic

and political questions and spent most of his time

reading this material to the Board,

PHIL BART was the next speaker.

BART indicated the necessity fr building rank

and file movement with emphasis on the struggle around

jobs and particularly jobs for youth,

IRVING was the next speaker.

He said the resolution needs more ideological

material on the role of the working class. As far as

the criticism of the Trade. Union leadership is concerned

we must criticize them like we would members of our

own family. Some of those that demand that we conduct

our work outside Trade Union Movement reflect lack of

knowledge on what goes on inside Trade Unions , Our

people are much too critical of the movement. The resolu-

tion should demand that tliere be some fight for control

on automation. We should emphasize the shorter work

week and have a special section in the resolution dealing

with the Negro-Labor Alliance.

- 13 -
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GUS HALL was the next speaker:

HALL indicated that one of the reasons why this

resolution is presenting difficulty is because the Party

has shown the least amount of progress in this field.

The role of the Party to the working class is in question.
\

So far it has not. been good. We seem to have the posture

of critics and know-it-dls. GEORGE MORRIS* articles

in •’The Worker” reflect the worst criticism of the

Movement. There is much attack on the Movement from the

left and our Party has not sufficiently answered these

attacks. We have to take positive action on the Labor

Movement in spite of its weaknesses as it has played a

decisive role in many significant activities in this

country. Some comrades stated that Negro workers only

react as Negroes regardless of their position in the Labor

Movement. This is entirerly wrong and has the seeds of

being downgrading to both the Labor Movement and the Negro

Movement. HALL indicated that he agreed, that an ideological

struggle was needed but that he feels very strongly that

this is based on a criticism of the Labor Movement that

will help seed the anti-labor material being sent out by

the left.

14 -
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HALL indicated that some slogans like "Mis-.,

Leaders of Labor" , "Trade Union Leadership Betrayal" do

not help clarify the position of the Trade Union leader-

ship in this country and we should fight against this.

We must fight against a blanket indictment of corrupt,

labor leaders. The historical role of the working class

becomes only a phrase unless we day-to-day fight for this

Labor Movement. There is too little in "The Worker"

dealing with the struggles of the working class and

Labor Movement and all we have is GEOBOB MORRIS' column

which is bad. HALL indicated that he had doubts about

the Trade Union Movement and political action, but would

discuss it later. HALL indicated that he agreed, that

objective conditions alone do not create class consciousness.

The challenge, however, is for the Party to bring clarity

to the Trade Union Movement and the people, in spite of

the changes in the working class, still be, by virtue

of their position, the leading class in the country. There

was a back and forth debate GIL GREEK and GUS HALL dealing

with the concept of the changes in the working class and

its effect on class consciousness and it was not resolved at

that meeting.

15 -
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HY LUMER was the next speaker.

LUMER indicated that the attitude toward the

Labor Movement by much of the left press has been

N ,
.negative and the Party has the responsibility for correc-

tion of this error. On the outline that was presented,

LUMEI^ indicated the proposals for Government to control
^ ^

*

automation need further examination because it is not

clear just whay type of automation is meant. There

are many forms that automation takes and we must not
*

do anything to cause splits among the workers. We must

supply answers to the changes that are effecting the

entire working class. Even those workers who are

receiving high wages feel the tension of insecurity. We

must criticize what is being said by people like HEANY and

| in the Labor Movement, The Americans for Democratic

Action (ADA) has a new National Chairman who is b6

i 1
b7

from California and the fact that| |of the U.S. Steel

Workers was present at the meeting was a factor in electing

over a more conservative candidate.

16 -
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ARNOLD JOHNSON was the next speaker.

JOHNSON Indicated that the Party should try *

and emphasize one major question that will make a change

In the labor Movement and that is proposition 14 B.

JOHNSON went on to explain why such a campaign ior 14 B

could push the Labor Movement forward.

DOROTHY HEALEY was the next speaker.

HEALEY stated the basic questions should be

taken for granted when you are discussing the National

Board of the Party. She indicated her dissatisfaction

that some comrades lecture others on the. role of the

working class. That is not the problem. The problem is

what tactics are developing that will push the Party-

in a more positive posture among the working class and

HEALEY Indicated that she challenges anyone who has, a

better theoretical approach as opposed to those who are

supposed to have.ifi® theoretical- approach. HEALEY explained

that she felt that the predominant motivation of Negro

workers in the Trade Union Movement was their reaction

as Negroes. She further indicated that the criticism of

- 17 -
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the leadership must be more effective as veil as

presented so as not to be construed as anti-labor.

Another question the resolution does not touch on and

it needs to. Is the question of Imported labor and, Its

relationship to the American labor Movement and the

legislation on women's rights. HEALEY also discussed

forms of organization for the Party and in her opinion

the Party workers in shops mu6t be related to the

community.

BOB THOMPSON wasvthe next speaker.

THOMPSON expressed dissatisfaction with the

fact that the resolution did not hold with what he

considered the most essentiaii problem and that is
*

,i ^ » r * $ 11

the' fact that the American Labor Movement is confronted

with an. Imperialist momopoly-controlled government .that

is* bent on a war program. If this is not the theme upon

which our tactics and objectives are based we will not

serve any purpose with this resolution and he felt it

should be completely rewritten. Two other .problems he

discussed for the resolution to emphasize are the organiza-

tion, of the unorganized and major political action.

18 -
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| |

was the next speaker.

(indicated that a. special session on the

Negro-Labor Alliance should be added. In his opinion a

Negro trade unionist played both roles in the community.

He speaks as a trade unionist and in bis trade union he

may speak as a Negro. Such is interchangeable and it

cannot be otherwise. Some of the approaches we take

in the Party to Negro-white communities seem to flop

rather than build because we are looking for shortcuts.
'

’ * H

AL RICHMOND was the next speaker.

He indicated his agreement with THOMPSON and

emphasized, the necessity for struggle with the policies

was the next speaker.

The resolution does not deal sufficiently with

the question of public works as it relates to the youth

problem and a program around this question should be

included.

was the next speaker.
,
t

- s „

stated that the Trade Union Movement

needs more elaboration in the resolution. The Trade. Union

•youth are not put into the Trade Union Movement and the -Party
*-f

-

should have an opinion on that question.

' - 19 -
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JIM JACKSON was the next speaker.

JACKSON indicated that a great deal of change

has taken place from the time that told

|

in San Francisco that he did not speak for

the Negro people up to the most recent period when

called for the abolition of JIH CROW tactics

in all the trade unions. JACKSON made the point that

pressure can change even the worst bureaucrat and our

emphasis must be put on building rank and file move-

ment. JACKSON indicated that there is an ideology of

anti-idealism that permeates both the labor and the

Negro peoples movements. This substantially tries to

prevent the workers from grasping any idea of their •

strength and their^ability to develop an independent

movement for their liberation.

IRVING POTASH summarized.

POTASH'S summary indicates that there was a

decision in the Trade Union Committee that the resolution

would have three main positions:

- 20
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1. The resistance to the war program of

the Administration

.

2 . The organization of the unorganized.

3. the role of the Party.

POTASH then Indicated that the resolution

needed much more work and the discussion indicates

areas, of disagreement and he then agreed with

position on the conclusion that the working class

composition has changed in this, country. There were
*

several statements back and forth between POTASH and

|

and
| [

got hot 4 However, the point was

closed by the Chairman after spoke. They pro-

posed that the resolution be sent back to the Trade

Union Committee and a document come out taking the

discussion into consideration and it be rediscussed

in the Board before being given to the Party. The

group agreed upon this*

HENRY WINSTON announced that the resolution

on the Negro question would be withdrawn from that

meeting and would be referred to the Secretariat who

would propose a procedure as to how the discussion would

take place. This was agreed on by the Board.

— 21 —
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At a luncheon meeting prior to the closing of

the debate on the labor resolution} HENRY WINSTON}

JIM JACKSON} EARL DURHAM and GEORGE

MEYERS, met to decide how to handle the resolution on

the ;Negro question. It was agreed on that there would

be a meeting of that body that was established at the

Negro Commission meeting who had, the responsibility for

preparing the resolution in Chicago on August 7 or 8, 1965.

This committee would be composed of the following:

HENRY WINSTON

[

JIM JACKSON
|

EARL DURHAM
.

GEORGE^MEYERS

This was agreed on because time would not permit

an adequate discussion and the resolution, that was before

the Board was totally inadequate.
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Saturday evening, July 17, 1965, was spent

in a reception at the Woodstock Hotel for HENRY WINSTON

and who announced their engagement. This

was attended by all people who attended the Board meeting

and their wives and husbands. A few more people such

as Mr . and Mrs • BASSETT
,

and others also attended.

At the reception a collection was taken up for the

engaged couple and there were speeches and a social

atmosphere.

The Sunday, July 18, 1965, meeting opened at

the Liberty Suit© of the Park Sheraton Hotel. The

meeting was chaired by
|

Th© proposed agenda for this meeting was

an information report on the school that was recently

held for the youth and a discussion of the war on

poverty with a report by 'HICKEY LIMA, following the dis-

cussion. It was proposed that these be the only two

points and on_ Monday the meeting would end with a report

on Party defense and organizational proposals for the

convention.
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HY IAJMER reported as follows:

The school recently held for the youth Was

perhaps the most successful enterprise conducted by the

Party in many a year* They went far beyond expectation*

There were approximately 75 students* It was the first

‘ time the Party had attempted such a mass educational

effort. The school had certain weaknesses which LUMER

indicated he would mention after the report* The

school created a sense of confidence among the participants
'

and the participants came to the school with many diverse

opinions as to the necessity or the ability of the

Party leadership to play a role in American political

life. It was XjOMER’s opinion that the ^school dispelled

all doubt and gave the participants a feeling of solidarity .

and identification with Marxism-Leninism* LUMER indicated

that it was interesting what was printed in the press

about the school as well as what was not printed.

LUHER indicated a reporter from the "New York Times”

Interviewed the leadership of the school, but did not

find it important enough to print. Other sources that
! !

printed material tried to give the impression that the

school was a failure. However, it was obvious to even
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the reporters that got the information that something

new was being added to the Party and that there was

not acceptance of the characterization by the articles

appearing in the press which depict the Party as. a

"dead fuddy duddy organizations

"

Many of the students developed insight into

theory and the material basis for the CP. It was

a tremendous organizational undertaking by the Party.

Xt involved some 17 Party leaders to teach* They

divided the students into categories , some more advanced',

some which only discussed civil rights activity and

some who discussed mass policy. During the evaluation

held by the participants the participants indicated that

the Party should have stated that they were going to have

an elementary school and an advanced school because that

in effect was what it was.

The curriculum was prepared by the Youth

a series of five lectures that were delivered ito plenary
, 'V/ ,

^ ) *

*
,

» f
< i

. £ >

,

* f\ ! ^

f

sessipjas; of the school 0 They were as followjs: •
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Socialism led by JIM JACKSON
f

Leftism and Trotskyism led by HY LTJMER

Communism and Ethics led by GUS BALL

The American Trade Union Movement led by CARL WINTER

The History of the CP* USA led by JACK STACHEL

LUMER Indicated that the lectures by HALL and

STACHEL were the highlights of the school and were very-

well received, LUMER also Indicated that there was a request

that HALL’s lecture be reproduced for mass circulation.

The discipline of the students was outstanding. It was

obvious that they were a serious group and would not

tolerate among fellow students any goIdbricking*

LUMER indicated the following weaknesses in the

schools

1. The Tarty got a late start in organizing

this effort. There seems to have been a breakdown in

communications between the District and the Center and as a

result some goofup took place,

2. LUMER indicated he only got involved about

six weeks before the opening. That meant that outlines

and curriculum and the organization of the teachers reflected

a hurry-up job.
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3, The organizational details of the school

tied up too many of those who should have been pre-

paring curriculum and other presentations.

The composition of the students was as follows:

Southern California - 0

Northern California - 11

Oregon - 4

Washington State - 3

Minnesota - 2

Michigan - 4

Illinois - 3

Missouri - 3

West Pennsylvania - 1

Connecticut «* 3

Massachusetts - 4

New York - 18

Philadelphia - 7

New Jersey - 12

12 others also attended from places unknown.
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I&2Q3R indicated that it was obvious that
S *

there was a weakness in the mobilisation from the

Midwest o This responsibility rests on the District

leadership as well as a breakdown in communications and

misunderstanding as to the character of the school*

Another major weakness was in the fact only six Negroes

were presente Mother weakness was that predominantly

all were students* As far as weakness in content* the

participants indicated it should have included more

theory; :&md flowing from that tho relationship of theory

to practice.,,
?
Xn the- future it will be important to

include work shops as part of the school* All material

should be prepared in advance to allow for advanced

reading* Any future preparations $@r such a school should

be started at least six months before the opening. To

follow up the school HJHER suggested that local schools

be developed in some districts and that the Party develop

a teacher training institute. IJDMEB also suggested that

some of the lectures be put in pamphlet form* that the

outlines developed at the school be made availatib to
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-the DAs'feyAct and somewhere, somehow , someone or some

group begin work on s& elementary textbook on Marxism

An America $nd lastly the reorganization of the edu-

cational apparatus so that it may be strengthened in\

every district. •"

.

GJJS HALL asked- PHIL BART to give a little ^
report of youth activity in Cleveland because , in his-- 'V

• Vi.

opinion, it is the fruit of the\school.

PBSL BAHT then spoke indicating that two

of the young people who had attended the school came

to Cleveland to work on the Summer Project of the

DuBois Clubs, BAHT indicated that the Party leadership

in Cleveland is working under an atmosphere of fear

and is developing a mentality that nothing can be done,

These two young people are showing just the opposite.

They are working to establish a DuBois club in the

Cleveland area#- Prior to their coming in a young

from the DuBois Club had been to Cleveland and had met

with practically every progressive person in the area

in order to avoid conflict and to discuss joint

activity. These two young people who came in for the

Summer Project are from.California, They Immediately
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established contact with young people by going to

a coffee house knows as the Well which is sponsored

by sense religious organization* They made several

contacts in this area and with the help of the. Party

opened up a center in the Negro community of Cleveland*

Then they decided to hold a reception* The Party

in Cleveland has one Negro member*

. XhjBoib Club people made contact with some

Negro youth and decided that they would have to have

at least one Negro youth working full time during

the summer if they were to be successful. So they

kicked in part of their subsistence ^ary hud with the

help of the Party they have put this Negro youth on

full time* They then called a reception and social

affair in the center and approximately 70 young,

people» Negro and white * attended* This was beyond

the fondest hope of any of the Party leadership and

with this they hoped to establish a permanent DuBois

Club and leave a native leadership at the end of the

summer* There was no discussion of B&BT's remarks.*
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MICKEY LIMA gave a report on the question of

poverty.

LIMA began by discussing the recently published

book by BY L5JHER which he said was invaluable in an
\

understanding of the questions of poverty. Lilli indicated

that there exists an explosive situation in urban areas.

The poorest groups can be moved into political activity.

The minority groups as well as the white working class

groups must be involved and the Party must strengthen

its work in the fight for the needs of the poor. LIMA

indicated that his report Would not deal with the poverty

in the countryside $ but indicated the Party must examine

this question because it was of a remote serious nature*

LIMA then gave statistics from various state sources in

California indicating the status of the war on poverty

and the status of the poor in that state. He dealt with

statistics around housing p health and welfare. He spent

time on the problems of urban renewal and the problems

of retired workers. He indicated the state of California

has a 25% high school dropout rate and among youth in

general, one out of five are unemployed, but in the* ghetto
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50% of the working youth are unemployed* him indicated

the Party had participated in at least four efforts

to develop &nti«poverty movements*. The first was the

l&bor Committee for Full Employment* This was not

initiated by the Party, but rather the Trade Union

Movement of Northern California* It had reached at

its peak some 5,000 members* It began losing its status

in the community when it began to put pressure on the Trade

Union Movement to become more active in the problems

of the unemployed* It also suffered because certain

elements from progressive labor and Trotskyite groups

began voicing their leftist ideas in the organization.

At present the organization is disbanded* The second

organization is the Housing Committee in San Francisco*

This committee came into being ss~a result of the last

ARCHIE BROWN election campaign* This committee 4s program

included a fight against the urban renewal program of M>;

San Francisco* It is centered in the area where ARCHIE.

BROWN got 25% of the vote* This committee is still
+ « *

functioning and still in the struggle* The thirdvorganization

- 32 -
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is foe Welfare Rights Organization composed mainly of

«K3 recipients, It has approximately 400 families

involved. The fourth organization fe the Oakland

OuBols Club with a membership of about SO, They do

both service and struggle around the problems of jobs *
x

The fifth organization is Youth for Jobs which has

been in existence for about two years. This one is

not so stable, %t was initiated by the Party and did

well until the last year. They have overextended them-

selves With a headquarters that financially is draining

than,, They also took on too much responsibility in

the unemployment field and do not solely concentrate

on youth. They recently held a benefit which was given

by|
|

and they raised a little money,, but *

still they had problems in stability. The next committee

is the Ad Hoc Committee, This committee was mainly

composed of students and it is the body that conducted

struggles for Jobs for Negro youth at the "Oakland

Tribune", the car sales offices and the hotel restaurants

in the Bay area. They were successful in their efforts
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and perhaps won more victories than any other group*

• They are at present disbanded because they were an

• Ad Hoc Committee and' they, felt they had accomplished *

their goal by acquainting the state and city with their

problems*

LIMA then indicated that the war on poverty

from the JOHNSON administration is totally inadequate

and does not meet the needs*

In concluding LIMA indicated that he felt that

a-permanent form of organisation can come to service

on the problem of the poor* He indicated the necessity

for a program for senior citizens* more attention to

trade union forms for unemployed and the necessity

for continuous dramatic action* He further proposed that

the Party develop a program to answer the crisis in the

major cities. On this question he closed by indicating

there was in existence Party people in all of these movements

to make contacts to build the Party* In his opinion the doors

were open and there is need for a specific plan for building*
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EARL DURHAM spoke on two questions. One, he

agreed with the main position of LIMA in his report and

indicated that such report is to be a regular feature

of the Party work. The Party is supposed to be the Party

of the poor which means most of its activity must' be

in defense of the poor, DURHAM indicated that one ^ V-..

feature of the organization of the Working Class Committee *

is being taken by the Industrial Areas Foundation. This

is the organization that founded PWO in Chicago. They

began organization by bringing together the already

accepted leaders of the community and developing struggles

around all of the immediate needs of the community. As

a result they build and consolidate organization in the

community which later comes under the control of the

leadership of the ZAP and* therefore , all future

struggles are determined by its leadership and no longer

is it reflective of the community. The mly criticism

DURHAM had of LIMA’S report was its failure to evaluate

more seriously the war on poverty from the administration’s

point of view, DURHAM indicated that this economic
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EARL DURHAM spoke on two questions. One, he

agreed with the main position of LIMA in his report and

indicated that such report is to be a regular feature

of. the Party work. The Party is supposed to be the Party

of the poor which means most of its activity must be

in defense of the poor. DURHAM indicated that one feature

of the organization of the Working Class Committee is being

taken by the Industrial Areas Foundation (XAF). This is the

organization that founded The Woodlawn Organization(TWO) in

Chicago. They began organization by bringing together the

already accepted leaders of the community and developing

struggles around all of the immediate needs of the community

.

As a result they build and consolidate organization in the

community which later comes under the control of, the

leadership of the IAF and, therefore, ‘all future struggles

are determined by its leadership and no longer is it

reflective of the community. The only criticism

DURHAM had of LIMA’S report was its failure to evaluate

more seriously the war on poverty from the administration’s

point of view. DURHAM indicated that this economic
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opportunity affords opportunity to develop frontals

In various working class communities to change the

character of that program from Its inadequacies

to a program that will meet the needs of the men.

Ways can be found to take advantage of two aspects of

the act.

X. A1X community committees dispensing

the funds for the war on poverty are required to have

representatives of the poor on them and the struggle

must be put up in every instance.

2» Legitimate committees dealing with one

or another aspect of the war on poverty can apply their

money to carry out their program.

Lastly DURHAM indicated in Chicago the war

on poverty funds are being used to bolster the political

aachiae, the*®*®., « is oi M»»t importance that

the working eSsiss and th© people is ike community be

involved with this administration.

GEORGE MEYERS was the next speaker.

MEYERS indicated that the Party does not

have any experience in Baltimore on initiating anti-

poverty programs. The SDS in Baltimore is lead by,

what MEYERS characterized as, a lunatic fringe and has
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done more harm than good In their program. MEYERS

indicated that mans activity would be the hey to

success*

speaker.

from BROOKLYN was the neat

Be indicated that any organization among

the poor must, be in a position to render a service to

convince people in the community that the organization

means business. He indicated that when Mobilization

For Youth was attacked by the reactionaries in his

community the poor people of the community formed a

committee to defend this organization. The left made

some mistake. They organized a committee to defend

Mobilization For Youth, but they did it half••heatedly

because they were critical of how Mobilization For Youth

was organized in the first place, therefore, they were

not effective and the struggle was lost.
| [

indicated

in his opinion the young people who come around

organizations are only willing to stay if they .become

convinced that they can win. The Party has many

opportunities as It is bold and consistent.
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DOROTHY HEALEY agreed with his report and

spent time discussing the necessity for participating

in the administration's war on poverty program, to

guarantee that the poor are represented and that labor

assert itself *.

from Philadelphia spoke

indicating her agreement with the report. She indicated

Philadelphia had been putting up a struggle to get

the poor on all of the committees dealing with the

poverty fund and had won in many places* also

indicated the Party was very weak bn the mobilization

of women and in her opinion the women were some of the

main factors in building community organizations*

was the next speaker*

Indicated that five organizers, who

were forme!*' members of CORE, organized a center to

service the youth in Harlem* They were fairly successful

and. had gotten support from the communities. They had

committees of ADC parents, a sports program and an

unemployment service department. All in all|

reports that thousands of young people came through the

organization. A small corps of them were moving

b6
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close? to the Party and were holding discussions with

some Party leaders. indicated that the organiza-

tion devoted its main reason for folding to its lack

of financial assistance. However, he indicated that

it is possible to reconstruct and continue the movement.

AL RICHMOND spoke Indicating that this dis-

cussion on poverty put the Party Board meeting in

correct perspective and more such discussion should take

place. He indicated that the Party should examine

each experience such as LIMA began to do in California

so that we may learn lessons and mobolize our Party

more* It is all right to talk about trends in the

Negro and Labor Movements, but we must come down to

just what ;®r© the Party members themselves doing.

On Sunday i July 18, 1965, during the lunch

break, there was a meeting between EARL DURHAM and

HENRY WINSTON.

WINSTON mentioned to DURHAM to relay the

following to CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT when he returns to

Chicago.
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WINSTON told DUNHAM to tell LIGHTFOOT that

the resolution on Negro worl; was not discussed at

the National Board and if LIGHTFOOT would read it

the reasons will become clear, WINSTON indicated that

DURHAM should tell LIGHTFOOT of the proposed meeting

of the subcommittee in August and that they should

discuss the following questions for the resolution:

1* An estimate of the present stage in the

struggle for Negro rights, that is, the new features

,

the ideal currents, the struggle for unity, the

problems of Negro nationalism, etc*

2. The party should indicate its answers

to a whole series of questions, such as non-violence,

civil disobedience, "The Deacons for Defense", boycotts,

street demonstrations, etc. There should be. a Party

position on the newly expressed emphasis on "struggle

for black power"* There should be-- some estimates of

the struggles in the South and approach to the

concept of race pride and lastly , an approach to

the building of the Party,
* I

I
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The committee that meets in Chicago should

have an understanding that these questions must bo

Included in any resolution presented to the Party for

its pre-convention discussion* \

DUBHAH indicated he would relay the message*

to XiXGHTFOOT*

X>
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combined with vigorous law enforcement will
see the beginning of justice in the South.

"I am still of the, belief that Federal
legislation must be enacted to make possible
that 'these, new beginnings become widespread
through the South. Despite these verdicts s

there is a need for legislation for equal
protection of Negroes and civil rights workers.”

WACET1L went on to instruct, |_^ |to advise
Rpverend KING that in his contact with the news media, he
should avoid praising the jury system but should emphasize

value of "vigorous prosecution.”
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HARRY WACHTEL

. HARRY WACHTEL is. the Executive Vice President',
of .the Gandhi' Society for Human Rights,. 15 -East 40th
Street, New York, New York. '“He resides at 29 -Split
Rock Drive, Kings' Point, Long Island,' New York.

A confidential source furnished information
in December, 1949, -that HARRY H. WACHTEL, 41 Broad Street,
New. York, Ne.w York,, was oh the list of individuals carried
as active members of .the ‘Naiionai Lawyers Guild. ''

* •
.

A characterization; of the National Lawyers
Guild is attached hereto. • '

. .

On March 5, 1944,. .a confidential source
furnished "inforraation which revealed that the name HARRY
•WACHTEL' ,yfas

; on. the, list, of names }' k ighificanpe- not known
• .which, was maintained at the Headquarters of. the Kings

‘
‘ •'

County Commiunist Party at 2§ Court- Street , Brooklyn,
New York.'

. :

’

; Regarding HARRY WACHTEL *s I | .

it is- noted; that' the same confidential source furnished
information on March '5, 1944, which re.vealed'her ‘

;

name:' and.’ address were on allist of names, of- newly-elected
officers of the Bath Beach Club "of the Kings County CP.
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GANDHI SOCIETY FOR "HUMAN RIGHTS

The Gandhi' Society for Human Rights was formed
for the purpose of developing a philosophy and technique
of non-violent civil rights protests. It is a non--
action organization and makes no attempt to influence
legislation nor participate in demonstrations. The
Society furnishes legal assistance i-n certain civil
rights cases. The organization was incorporated. June. 14,

' 1962.
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(Priority or Method of Mailing)

b6
b7C

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, ATLANTA /0O-j2(>S2J'3*r H

J

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JRT~
SMy- C
Atlanta file 100-5586
^dreau file 100-106670

dRM .

Atlanta file 100-667oC£r

.

Bureau file 100-442529' ' 7 w

-•/ZZ7&T... -T4

Enclosed for the Bureau is the original and 8
copies and for New York 2 copies LHM.

Source referred to in the enclosed LHM is
AT 1381-S*.

NY 11.90-S* and Anonymous source of WFO set Olit- in
report of SA T

nymous si

7/19/50, at WFO re "NLG; IS-C”
are sources' used to characterize WACHTEL.

Tirmiogprf lhm sets forth a statement furnished to

f>y HARRY WACHTEL for the benefit of KING to
utilize in contacting tjie press. Perusal of, Atlanta newspapers
for 12/3, 4 and 5/65 failed to reflect any comment by KING
regarding the recent Alabama jury verdicts in line with the
statement furnished by WACHTEL. However, it is noted that
on the evening of 12/3/65 KING appeared on late evening _

/flO - 74T3 73-6 —
4 - Bureau (Enc., 9) (RM) ri’cc»r,«^ - ’—*

—

h. (3- 100-106670)
Ol /^) (1- 100-442529)/

New York (Enc^2) (RM)
(1- 100-148289) (HARRY WACHTEL)

4 - Atlanta ^
I/ (1- 100-5586)

AGS^eb£ (4

—

100-66-70}

SEARCHED __^=stf<0£XEO -.d.
SERIALIZED f^j

ter-

b6
b7C

(10)

Approved:

(1- 157^665)
(1- lOOtG

b6
b7(

.M Per
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AT 100-5586

television broadcast by NBG at which time he read a
statement pertaining to the Alabama verdicts. The gist
of the statement read by KINO on that occasion closely
paralleled that of the statement furnished by WACHTEL

If the information from AT 1381-S* is utilized
for lead purposes, care should be taken not .to jeopardize
the source.

The enclosed LHM has been classified IS^cret
because it contains information from a highly sensitive
source with respect to the racial situation in the Atlanta
area. It is felt this classification is necessary in
order not to jeopardize the valuable^ position of the
informant in furnishing information ' of this nature.

b6
b7C

-2-
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SAC, usa Y03K (1QQ-S4303)

SA

12/22/05
b6
b7C"

sti - c.

On 12/14/65, adyiaGd that a regular- r.eotin

of tho Staton Island Chaotor, COSE was hold bri the oyonlnt o:

12/7/6g cn Staton laland. 2he infdrsant stated that

as*

lwnn r>t»oBont at this teobting and acted in hor papacy

bf tha organization.

b7D

,
Jtlnv) 46

,

100-153249 (Coninfil, OOuE) 41
icq-153735 (cirdi) 42

66-/C37ST-
\l>

{
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MAY 1*42 IOITIOM |. J
CSA IFMJt (41 CFU 101-11,4

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
'

^ /oo — /5-3?35^)

FROM
: 5/) .Way C. Se-

date:

7"c)/V ^Vz.

subject:
Q. I )Z

* v

<£t<3

Cl/5i/^^ L t&HT/^oo-
}

rJ) (ULL^' ^2^ ^ /v^e.

«- x| s<X*Ast>ZjMb>VL^^ sUStlaJ (LfOA^dt^S^) dJt C

3
(
23 ** ^

cAjKoOi^^ dj -~^0 Ajt^jl- J£ /\ly JU£) ^
sUsdtJl, P^<\sJL{fA*£K0

<5J/\j ^ /

^ca ^Ucnsn*<^ ^>cn^

2.C ^ -^T
;
^ tt> \%o /Rj*]

>

JLfo&nJz^, aJ- ll;.!7 fim .
JkM ,

O Q&/L~ . fJ^Ji_ —•
stsf&*0 (U/y^L^Uut^^)

f (

<i/

\bb-l5'%"73S’’'.
SEARCHED_yrf^JNDEXEOLibsim,

seriauzei^^hi^^^;
DtC v 2 1965

FBI-NEW YORK

Bz/y £7.5". Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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""^OHIOKAL ro*M NO. 10
may 1*62 ioition

/jr C*A MI Cl» 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to :

from :

subject:

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153735)

SA JOHN C. SEATON

CIRM

date: 12/22/65

NYC
Rerep of SA JOHN C. SEATON dated 10/29/65, at

The next quarterly; report on Communist Influence in
Racial Matters is due 2/1/66. The following case files should
be reviewed in order to determine if there is pertinent
information to be reported in this report:

Cominfil CORE
” NAACP \
" NALC
" SCLC
" SNCC
Progressive Labor Party.
Socialist Workers Party l

Workers World Party \
If there is information to bS^reported in this

matter, inserts for the report should be prepared by the Agents
to whom these cases are assigned and forwarded to the Supervisor
#42 no later than 1/14/66.

In regard to. characterizations of individuals
mentioned in the inserts, do not characterize anyone in the
body of “the ' Insert, but" prepare a' rough draft characterization
for inclusion in the Appendix Section of the report. No one

rmv

100-7.9303 ) (COMINFIL CORE) (4l)
100-7629), (COMINFIL NAACP) (4l)
IOO-I39834

)
(COMINFIL NALC) (4l)

IOO-I49194
)

(COMINFIL SCLC) (41.
100-147.963

)
(COMINFIL SNCC ) (41)

100-147372) (PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY) (44)
/0U (O $

/

100-4013) (SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY) (44) arched^*>NDEXE0
-

100-137309) (WORKERS WORLD PARTY) (44) l serializedA^7F|,rD
'

100-153735 CIRM) (42) .

V

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds 'Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



w 100-153735

*

' ’

Will be pharacterized In •the body of the report# but instead^

all Individuals who can be characterized will be characterized
in the Appendix. If ah .organization' has been designatea
pursuant to Executive Order 10450, it should be characterized
in thi b;p.dy of the -repbft,,artd all other organizations will .be

included in the Appendix ^Section.

’The Insert should be dictated and the stenographer-
instructed to type it on a stencil^
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MAY 1062 EDITION
CSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum,

SAC (100-156199)
12/23/65

SA ROBERT 0. JOHNSON

TRADE UNIONISTS FOR PEACE
IS-C

Identity of Source

Description of info

Date Received

Original located

Meeting of the TUFP -

Activities Committee,
12/9/65

12/14/65

A copy of informant’s report follows:

L-100-15628 I

L-100-121343
L-100-147457
L-100-88868 <

L-100-71105
L-100-95836
L-100-110110
L—100-136 5 77 n
L-100-79785 f
L-100-155662
.-100-116 704
.-100-62649 <

-10 0-147022 1
.-100-85964 I

.-100-66844

.-100-59993 ^^^Z

.-100-64049 J^Z^^
-100-89790
-100-1567251
-100-57888
-100-139515
-100-76571 f
-100-156199 (41) ,

(COPIES CONTINUED)

(.47)

* 7 )

(47)

—I (45)
(47)
(47)
(47)

1 (47)
147 )

J (.47)

-l I) (47)
(47)

/oi'/s3ii<r
'

a
searched. . .Indexed?
Serialize^S^iledf^—

R0J:mjb
t(i32) .

DEC 23, -1965
^EBI-NRW YORK

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regut
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NY 100-156199

(COPIES CONTINUED)

1-100-58009
( 47 )

t>6

1-100-77312 [(47)
b 7

1-100-70746
| | ( 47 )

1-100-156443 (ANTI-WAR CONVENTION, 11/25-28/65) (43)

0-

100-156326 (MARCH ON WASHINGTON FOR PEACE IN VIET NAM) ( 43 )
^-100-153735 (CIRM) (42)

1-

100-128809 (CP, USA, NYD STRATERGY IN IND) (42)
1-100-128812 (CP,USA, NYD POLITICAL ACTIVITIES) (42)
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Date Written 12/12/65

Date of Event: 12/9/65
Event : Trade Unionists For Peace Activities Committee

meeting at 857 Broadway, New York, New York, Room 408
Number Present: 26
Names Present:

A white male no name i

A negro male from Transport name]
|

A white male and his wife nape
A white felmale name
A white felmale name
A white felmale name
A white felmale name

There were many new people at the meeting.

The agenda for the meeting: A report byj
on the Washington D.C. Peace Convention. said
many people in the Civil Rights Movement from the south
were at the convention. He said the convention was
.under the name of the Peace Workshop. He said a peace
^omination in the south, by the Peace Movement and the Civil
Rights people in the month of February 1966 and in the
month of March adomination will take place in all of
the communities in the north . The next point on the
agenda is a report by I on finance. She said the
Eat in For Peace was a successful event. She said
the organization made 370 dollars in. profit, from it. Als<

3
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she said 29 people pleg to give 5 dollars a month to theW —»W "» _ .La a f ^ \ .a a • >organization. (3 ) Reno-nt by[
Peace Committee,

on the city-wide
. j

said the committee is planning
a city-wide domination m 1966. (4) House Committee
report by

| l He said this committee is to see
that the headquarters of the Trade Unionists for
Peace is opened davs and evenings from Mon. to Fri.

.

( 5 ) Report by on organization. She
said a meeting take place on 12/8/65 with the Trade
Unionists For Peace and a number of unions official. She
said the unions that have no peace committee will work
to setup peace committees in thejr unions. She also said
that the Trade Unionist For Peace will support a peace
candidate in the 17th Congressional District to fin
Mayor-elect LINDSAY’s unexpired term. She said
came out for peace and we will support him. She called
upon the people at the meeting to setup committees.

(4) Committee Setup : Finance, House, Organizational and
Publicity.

[ |said the Trade Unionist for Peace will
distribute its organization literature at all of the New
York State Unemployment Insurance Offices.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

- 4 -
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTMEMORANDUM

SAC, NEW YORK (100-91911) DATE : 12/23/65

FROM: SA VINCENT J. ASCHERL (#42)

SUBJECT: JESSE WILLIARD GRAY
SM-C

.... The following information was furnished by iff 5264-g*
OH wl® dates indicated. This source has furnished reliabje in-
formation in the- past, if this information is disseminated out-
side THE BUREAU, IT SHOULD BE PARAPHRASED IN ORDER TO CONCEAL
THE SOURCE.

New York (100
Now York (157
New York (100
New York (100

-New York (100-1
- New York (100-
- New York ( 100-
- New York (100-
- New York (157-
- New York (100-

-91911) (JESSE GRAY) (#42)
-1255) (CCH) (#42)
-152081 ) (com (A

)

) \ |
Assistant to JESSE GRAY in

. CCH, NYC) (#43)
15W8)

,
r nr

. (#47

- New York (157-

New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
;

s
-3

•' - - *

1 - New York
VJA/man (28)

a
, . ,

T'ds™
'
) (nlartlf mVioaf

r
|ap) (#44)

.*

) I I assistsin office of
Community Council’ on Housing, NYC) (#43)

•1561 ) (Friends of Deacons for Defense & Justice)
(#43)

892 )
(Racial Slfcnafclnn HYP) (#42) b6

•1490) 1 I (#44) b7C
-892) (I

-1490)
-147372
-138651

-1595)

-146817)
-1480471

-1241)
-153500)
-153732
-153735

(#44)

L I W^OJ
[Freedom Democratic Party) (#43)

’ (#45)

'Haryou-Act'
,
<m)

ti)
(#45 )

[Cim) ym)
/ Crt-I K3l2>S-lie3.

|
SEARCHEDyVl.y«}^pEXED«*iiu«m.

•
"

•
•'

•

' SERlAUZED,^Cs©LEb,.J.^W«
" DEC * ft 196Fc^^

J , ^ V re! -fNEW YORK .4^ cunrft-VNJ
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NY 100-9X911

1 wife of JESSE GRAY, contacted
him and said she expected money from him on the following
Thursday.

contacted! I at the Office
of Community noun nil, on Housing, ,300 West 121st Street, NYC,
to inform I I that JESSE GRAY was down at the War on Poverty
Office with certain tenants.

|
who on this date

mmunity Council on
| |

contacted I I
who on this date

was assisting in the Office of the Community Council on
Housing (CCH). I I informed ! I that the Housing Conference
would be held at the Lutheran Church of the Transfiguration.
She did not, however, mention the date of this conference. bS

JESSE GRAY contacted! I
Academy

2-9715 • They discussed demonstrations held by JESSE GRAY
at the Office of Economic Opportunity, 40 East 4lst Street,
NYC. The gist of this discussion was forwarded 11/23/65, to
Bureau.

|
Contacted JESSE GRAY at CCH, They

had an argument over money. GRAY stated he would try to drop j/
by and bring some money.

~| from Black Arts Repertory Theater con-
tacted JESSE GRAY and invited him to attend a forum on 12/12/65

.

He said this would be a round table discussion entitled
Destruction of Harlem with a subtitle on housing. |

Ihoped
that JESSE GRAY would speak on housing. JESSE indicated he
would probably attend.

(FNU) from the Friends of the Decons, NY
Chapter, contacted CCH and asked for JESSE GRAY. He left
a message that JESSE GRAY contact him before noon.

contacted CCH and stated that Pro-
gressive Labor Party (PLP) is trying to get representatives
from all the Harlem organizations to attend a preparatory

- 2 -
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NY 100-91911

meeting which would discuss a defense rally for WILLIAM
EPTON. They would like JESSE GRAY to take part. If JESSE
could not make it, she asked that someone from CCH attend
in his place. The preparatory meeting was to be held at
33o Lenox Avenue.

PLP. [

JESSE GRAY contacted Harlem Branch,
informed GRAY that PLP was mobilizing organ! b6

zations to meet on 11/30/65, in relation to WILLIAM EPTON' s b7c

trial. This meeting was to prepare for a rally in support
of WILLIAM EPTON. JESSE GRAY said that he would send someone
to attend the meeting.

11/26/65

WILLIAM EPTON contacted JESSE GRAY at CCH. They
agreed to meet the following day at 10:00 at JESSE GRAY's
office.

contacted
asked for JESSE GRAY who was not in.
at CCH general ly ringing the day. \

|
land said t

|at
She said thab

bo
b7C

CCH.
jhs

remembered

She
worked

stated that he
hat the Friends of the Deacons

were having a meeting at that time in JESSE GRAY's office.

11/29/65

2-6^7?.
JESSE GRAY contacted.

He asked for|
at Tompkins

] and left word that
|

~l
should call him at CCH in reference to a sit-in der

stration at the War on Poverty Office.
to

ma

[

M?
emon-

listed b6
b7C

, ,
contacted JESSE GRAY at CCH.

J stated that they would like JESSE GRAY to speak on the

Broadway . NYC.
would be^

|
stated that some

Jof "Monthly Review
rt-fcViisy.

following week fit a ralj.y for WILLIAM EPTON at 100 Street and

Freedom Democratic Party and^
& sneakers

, -J OI\
Jcf Students for

a Democratic Society,
call back.

JESSE stated he -would consider it and

- 3 -
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NY 100-91911

11/30/65

b6
b7C

12/2/65

[

JESSE GRAY contacted at Haryou-Act

.

] stated that he had £ discussion witn[ ]
of Haryou-Act and they had on a plan of action.
He said that JESSE GRAY, I land himself. T
should

|

get together and discuss the matter.
[

cribed
Haryou-Act. JESSE GRAY made an appointment to see

aes-
3 .

as assigned to the Employment Division of
t *T*\ A ** _ J. . _ _ _ I I

I
contacted JESSE GRAY at CCH. They

emonstrations conducted by JESSE GRAY at thediscussed
Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)^ *0 East 4lst Street,

jesse r.rtbv said he heard through the "grapevine 11 that
I of Harvou-Act was supposed to meet with a

man from Washington. It was I I understanding that the'
wan from Washington was going to make funds available

.

J to >come over to CCH. I

come over after he talked to I K PH). GRAY stated he
GRAY asked [ said he would

b6
b7C

wanted them to get together and conduct a sit-in at CEO, NYO,
for the weekend and then have a major picket line at 0E0 on
Monday morning. The purpose of the demonstration would be
the release of that Harvou money so that "we can get- heat
and hot water"

. |
stated that as soon as

| I
came in,

they would come over zo JESSE GRAY’s office. b6
b7C

„ „
(LNU) contacted JESSE GRAY at

him about a narfrv scheduled at the residence of
on the following day at 8:

Stated thaTf
to meetl

1CH She told

s a co-worker with her.
J that evening at 11:00.

00 PM. [
JESSE GRAY arranged

Act.
commi

maSE GRAY contacted [ at Haryou-
.stated that he was prepared to fulfill his

ttment to JESSE GRAY on the paper. JESSE GRAY wanted
I
to be the liaison man between himself and

in this matter. agreed. I 1 will get

b6
b7C

- 4 -



NY 100-91911

JESSE GRAY 40 reams of paper, 8£ x 11 size. JESSE wanted
pnis by the same afternoon as "we should be on the street
tonight".
JESSE told
soon as he could.

said th$2z_bianld.
to send

it to him in a | hour.

J over to his office as

1
J

I (PH) contacted
! at CCH.

| |

g

r

_ l a message for JESSE GRAY to contact him at
005-3300, extension 77. This number is listed to Haryou-Act,
West 325th Street, NYC.

. . ^ L jHaryou-Act, 856-3300, extension 75,c
fj?^

c
£e<J A?T BROWN at CCH and inquired about a demonstration

a
$

4
? ^lst Street, NYC. BROWN stated he did nob know

abouG it but would call him back.

ART BROWN it CCH

I

he had not seenT
and flstroH f'or.f

.asked that word be given to[

f
/C, contacted^ -BROWN stated

Jfor tie past 2 or 3 weeks.
to call him

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

from PLP contacted ART BROWN at
cch. He inrormed BROWN that the committee which met at PLP
on last Tuesday would like permission to use JESSE GRAY'S address
°£ leaflet for the rally which is to be held, on 12/8/65,

H
?tel Teresa, NYC. BROWN stated he would contact .JESSE

GRAY in this matter. (FNU) I I fPH) contacted ART BROWN at
CCH.

| |
said he was at the demonstration at 0E0, NYC, and

there were 3 men from Haryou-Act down there with their signs
and 4 women inside. 1 — - ’ ~~ -- • --

b6
b7C

BROWN
said it was effective. He

to send as many as possible down there.
told



UNldO> 'STATES DEPARTMENT OF JlOlCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
. . DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
Atlanta , Georgia FB I AUtohatic declassification guide
December 27 , 1965 date 03 -03-2012

* SEJSfrgT

COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF SOUTHERN
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

On December 22, 1965, a confidential source advised
that HARRY WACHTEL discussed with

| \ .

Citizenship School , Southern Christ,
(SCLC) a contemplated project whic

dership Conference
has recently devised.

indicated his project involves intensive specialized
citizenship .training to a group of individuals who will serve
as a cadre to help Negroes overcome problems of illiteracy.
WACHTEL told I

|
he was very enthused aboutl I project

and felt that its implementation willjsolve the present problem
of illiteracy many times faster ttmn^”conventional" methods.
He said I project will be^far superior to the method
of waiting until enough peopleare professionally qualified1

to teach, other people.

WACHTEL wprit on to tell
discussed I |«^p3POject with [

Ford.Foundation'.

that^Ke had recent ly
of- the

He said
matters for^he Ford Foundation.

indicated hp/was interested in
[

contemplated project and wasvdes irous of
^said l Ipersonally with|_

fhandlesf requests foriunSs
•fni^ho word Foundation -

ested in I

discussing, it
He^said office is located at

477 Madison. Avenue , New York City and his telephone number
is- PL 1-2900.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF SOUTHERN
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE;
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

considered as an experimental matter and he knows that
the Ford Foundation- does furnish grants for experimental
activity.

WACHTEL said he fe lt that possibly the Ford
Foundation could assist witht project financially
if arrangements ,c,ould be worked out possibly through
Michigan State University.. ..In such an arrangementv

.

WACHTEL explained the University would request a financial
grant from the Ford Foundation and manage the funds,,

would serve as project director and hire those
individuals whom* he desired.

| _| said he thought the opportunity
of arranging such a grant’ through Michigan State University
would be very desirable in view of the facilities which
this University offers.

WACHTEL concluded this discussion withl
by promising to discuss the various aspects of I I

project with Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. , President ,

SCLC. ,

' '

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of

;
the FBI

and is loaned to your agency ; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your agency.

- 2 -



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNlO)*STATES DEPARTMENT OF JlQlCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta ,
Georgia

.

December 27
y
,. 1965

FD 323

Title

Character

Reference

COMMUNIST* INFILTRATION OF SOUTHERN
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

INTERNAL. SECURITY - C

INTERNAL SECURITY, - C

Letterhead- Memorandum, dated
and captioned as above, at Atlanta,
Georgia.

All sources (except any listed be low) whose identities are
concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and. is* loaned to your agency; 'it and,is contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

. UNrQ) STATES department of jiQice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia
December 27, 1965

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03-03-2012

COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF SOUTHERN
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C -

On December 22, 1965 a confidential source advised
that HARRY WACHTEL inquired of I I

t.tf

the President, Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)
'

' whether she had mailed the "follow-ups" in connection with
the American Foundation' for Non-Violence (AFN). L_ 1

indicated she had not so far accomplished this and WACHTEL
impressed upon her it was essential that this be done’

promptly.

WACHTEL toldf
identified) and [_

that pot
](not identified)

;
have agreed to be affiliated with the AFN and that their

\ *' names should be included on "the list."

The document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI.

,
It is the property of the FBI

and is loaned to your agency ;
it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

GR01
Excluded f}

Downgrading
om .Automatic
and Declassification

SEARCHED—INDEXED

I

SERIAUZED—^FILED

DEC 2 8 1965
FBI—NEW. YORK
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Transmit the following in

Vio AIRTEL

Date: 12/27/65

(Type in plain text or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, ATLANTA

COMINFIL OF SCLC
IS - C
Atlanta file 100-5718
Bureau file 100-438794

. t^-ToO-l m-S-l
rCIRM
IS-C
Atlanta file 100-6670
Bureau file 100-442529

L
I „

Enclosed for the Bureau is the original and 8
copies, for Detroit 1 copy and for New York 3 copies of LHM,

Source referred to in the enclosed LHM is AT 1380-S*

Sources utilized to characterize WACHTEL are NY 1190-S*
and anonymous source of Y7F0 set out in report of SA.1 T

7/19/50 at WFO re: "NLG; IS-C.” 1 1

One copy of the enclosed LHM is being furnished
Detroit, at this time for its information.

If the information from AT 1380-S* is utilized for
lead purposes, care should be taken not to jeopardize the source,

4 - Bureau <3 - 100-438794) (SCLC) (Enc. 9) (RM)
(1. - 100-442529)/(CIRM)

JL - Detroit (Enc. lY (RM) .

JM- New York (Enc 0^3) (RM) X*
(1 - 100-148289) (HARRY WACHTEL) '0?

- a
lan^n

(L" <SCLC> \[S5S5^^55gIl
a : wS:ll^

<CIEM)

(1 - 157-1343)
| I

^^DEC 2 b !965

al)
cnp

\ C) o - \ S -?,~1 ~£>

SEARCHH) Ji^-JNOfXEDCw.
seriauzedTI^ilecl—X~
*^DEC2 b!965

J
Approved:

/Special Agent in Charge
-Ml Per



AT 100-5718
AGS : crap

The enclosed LHM has been classified
because it contains information from a highly sensitive
source.with respect to the racial situation iri the
Atlanta area. It is £elt this classification is necessary
in order, not to' jeopardize the valuable position of the
informant in furnishing information of this nature.

- 2 -
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FBI

Date: 12/27/65

Transmit the following in

Via
airtel

(Type in plain text or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

L

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM : SAC
,
ATLANTA

RE: CQMINFIL OF SCLC
IS —

* c
Atlanta file 100-5718
Bureau file 100-438794

IS~C^ Atlanta file 100-6670
Bureau file 100-442529

I

Enclosed for the Bureau is the original and 8
copies and for New York 3 copies of LHM.

Source referred to in the enclosed LHM is
AT 1380-S*

.

Sources utilized to characterize WACHTEL are
NY 119Q-S* and anonymous source of WFO set out in report of be
SA 7/19/50 at WFO re: "NLG; IS-C." b7C

If the information from AT 1380-S* is utilized
for lead purposes, care should be taken not to jeopardize
the source

.

6>
4 - Bureau (3 - 100-438794) (SCLC) (Enc

(1 - 100-442529) (CIEM)
3/- New York (Enc. 3) (RM)

(1 - 100-148289) (HARRY WACHTEL)
5 - Atlanta (1 - 100-5718) (SCLC)

(1 - 100-6670) (CIRM)
(1 - 100-6670A) —
(1 - 157-565) i

(1 - 100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
AGS:cmp
X12)

IS37'3SrZ3i.lrf

2 3191

/ /sT y v_ a!
V

(/Approved:
pecial Agent in Charge

Sent .M Per

b6
b7C



OPTIONAL, FORM NO. 10
MAY 1*1 COITION
CSA GEN. REG. NO. V

UNITEDjSTATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

O

TO DIRECTOR, FBI ( jOu-^4252y

)

date: 1/5/66

FROM SAC, LOS ANGELES ( 10U-6607&)

subject: CIRM

b7D

^ Atlanta airtel to Bureau dated Ijl/24/65.

The Indices of the los Angeles Office contain no
Information v,hab|

|
is a memuer of

o*’ hat> engaged in any suoversive activity other bnan her
connection with women's Stride for Peace Jwtsp)

.

As of June,
L-^Sd, and a 3 of March. 1964, she was I of ' La WISP" and
although she continued to oe active in WISP organization in 1965
she is no longer editor of "IA WISP"

wno is personally acquainted with[
• » 4 /« fa • a A *- t ar

i vniity juo no.

advised on 12/14/65 that informant knows
of no subversive or organizational affiliation on the part of

Jother than her connection with WISP. Source did not
Know what connection, if any, [ has with SCLC.

Records of the Registrar of Voters, 808 North
Spring Street. TV.a AncraTr.g hi.-ig.r-. r.c.\H nn L2ZU/65, disclosed

|
Los Angeles,

-She i A a
registered as a voter on 2/2fa/5b, listing her occupation as

as a voter on Vl°/5h* listing himself as an]

_ _ born In Pennsylvania
registration from

b 6

b 7 C I

b 6

b 7 C 1

prior
Los Angeles.

b6
b7C

horn In HHnnoannUo smd

Los Angeles , registered
self as an I I

formerly registered at

l

4 - Bure
au

(RM

I

lb^ U " 100-438jc^,^j3CLC)
Q)- New York ^-TOO-16R7vDTrm )

is (1 -

Both when registering indicated their

I

fffc- 8 SULC

1

3 - Atlanta (100-6670)(RM)
(1 - 100-5718, SCLC)

3 - Los Angeles
(1 - 100-65141, ^sclgI
(l - 100-65614-,

RAP/lmt \

(13) ^

/CD- - /s
SEARCHED

SERIALIZED.

ryt^ih. I

loo-isrs 73J--



LA. 100-66078

intention to affiliate with the Democratic Party at the next
ensuing primary election.

pn 12/14/65 SA l I engaged
iLn a personal pretext interview in front of her residence

at | \ Los Angeles, and ascertained that she
}

resided there with her husband, f I The
i

pretext was that of trying to locate someone in the general
neighborhood with the last name of l I but a different
first name from t-.fr ai-. of her husband, j-t-.. wag no-t-.pri

I

I I is ratherT l
and has pair and is

attractive in appearance.

On 12/15/65 it was ascertained by means of a pretext
telephone call by SA| |to the office of SCU!,
24m Rnn-t-.h nxrcmi^ LOS Angeles. telephone 731-2456,
that

| [is a l

~| for SCLC and
generally works on Saturday afternoons only at the SCLC office,
which is also listed in the phone book as the Western Christian
Leadership Conference Office.. Thp pretext was that of having
previously been in touch with regarding volunteer
work on behalf of SCLC and desired- to recontact her concerning
this matter.

|
is not on the Security Index

nor the Reserve Index of the Los Angeles Office, and no further
investigation is contemplated on her at this time UACB.

2



Fife-Serial Charge Out
FD-5 (Rev. 6-17-70)

o48-l»-W4T5-I «*°

hi. leo is'3-rer- «. syfcA?
Class. Casa No. Last Serial

Pending {§ Closed Dato

Serial No. Description of Serial Charged

~L.iOb Serial sent to Bureau, per

'
2,{q'£ Buairtel to NY, dtd. 4/12/77

j

titled; Bernard S. Lee v.

Clarence M. Kelley ,
et. al.

BuPile 62-1171?^

Section #23
Employee

RECHARGE Date

To From*,

Dole Charged

Employee

location



o

1/13/GO

Aii'tcl

Tor &\C

a

Atlatia (100-5710)
Hew York (1C0-140104)

Vrqrx:, Director, YD! <100-433704)

cohiiifil of ism coutei coszcszAn
IsABsncniF cairFSuitmjF (cclc)

cecehxtst ~c

EcHYtel dated 1/12/03 advicing that the
tiocting of CCLC oifieinla scheduled fox Atlanta on
1/14/C3 hsi* been rescheduled for How York City on
1/lO/CG.

How York will endeavor to give ao full
coverage to this ccoting ca do possible. The identity
Of all participanta and nattoro discussed should bo
datoraiiSQd if feasible* and all pertinent information
Obtained ckould bo furnished to fho Eurcau in 0 fora
suitable for disceniuation.

Atlanta ^11 follow thio oattor closely to
insure that the Eapeou and How York are kept adviced,
of any pertinent information developed concerning thin
scheduled cootins.

Joir-lftl3f~ t
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OPTIONAL TO*M KO. IO
MAY Itil ICITION
C 5A TPMX UlCftt 101—11.6

* united states government

Memorandum
™

: 3/} Ci Qto°-/S2r7.S!r)

FROM. :
.<?. . SfirtToW

, /

subject: d

date: /—

/

<itA**dbutJ&D -*y e/"

22> 'v/dsT zc ~ sr.
f

Nyz. \$^aL

l£r„ W 0/ «_ C/*

*JoL &****- V*. s*<h*zJP*U

J <!s>*^2ZU_, */ £& s/>. ‘ <**AJ»jLy

«A\-
^
j t *t I&Q

J
CJl-- ,»

CLwvi M^r :0zC) <j^v_ / / i-rrl/Pc> .jJt/ciu <^0~

VH. ; t<i 6Q j

A^r&o-

jMW o^K- / ///3/^0 ,.>4/ ^
7 ^ c/ ^

TZ^tidt s<£*L*ClJL OC_- y^P^02, „

Md533Mrd
SEARCHED 1NDEXED^.—

SERIAUZED.C^FlLEpC^

—

.IAN » 4 1966

FBI—NEW YORK
- V " “ uST

5/^ C/.5
1

. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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File—Serial Charge Out *&-t*-w47s-i

FO-5 (Rev. 6-17-70)

/oo /S"?73f 2/e#
Class. Case No. last Seriol

Serial No.

I"! Pending Closed

Description of Serial

Date

' /
Date
Charged

Serial sent to Bureau, per

Buairtel to NY, dtd. 4/12/77,

titled; Bernard S. Lee v.

Clarence M. Kelley, et. al.

BuFile 62-117194d

Section #23
Employee

RECHARGE Dote

To From-,

o
Q

Dote Charged

Employee

Location



a1 - ' CovBf ShS(5j'1of Inforinont Roport ir Mate!
'>

1 PD-306 (3-21-58)' ^ —
,

'Tyieswv# i <>/)- (? -* ^7/£> O
er

.V f
<~rtcJ^eC'?

L
/

b7D

Date received
|

Received from (namo or symbol number) ”
|

fa ~/2:'-Cg^
r
8^

Method of dolivory (chock appropriate block d)

^ CZfinpei

, Received by.

person L-Jby ielophono [ZD by mail (ZD orally I I recording device L_J written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents

Date

Dictated

Transcribed _

Authenticated
by Informant -

-to

.

bo
b7C

'Brief description of activity or material

£fyst $^Ze/ d? _
bZ //. f-// 5•y<g- ^

Remarks!

Date of Report

Date(s) of .activity

File where original is located If not attached

b7D

drh / o -/z
I
\/b^e

-J

b6
b7C

I

W *C C- f *& /<*s So

X ^Vt ^ S&JL £n? 64

/7* CJ ^ t/ O ')• / . /-

/^T3 7 3.^T _
^ VQ0t «6:<o^\ -

j

. .

'

yu [Mu^ju 4^f^)
**>>

.INDEXED.^-.,

IIEP vTb

‘ 'Ts i. I . rs

/£&/))• /?A^) *

, 3 ;/bo*/oS&4 w . w-
“

5 "
I

-
4 *. I
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,
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O

September 29, 196S

Dear Friend:

We have just come through an Intensive summer of party activity
among young people « For the first time in many years we are breaking ground
among Negro youth* In several areas of the country we have accumulated some
positive experiences which should be shared collectively*

s''
To facilitate this objective, the next regular meeting of the Commission

on Negro Work will devote its entire session to youth work* Several areas over
.

. •

the country have been asked to prepare reports. The central overall discussion *
••

will center around how to organize and lead the Negro youth in the ghettos in
struggle against the intolerable conditions.

You are invited to attend this meeting. It will be held in the board
room at 23 West 26th Street, New York City at 10 A.M, on Thursday. Oct. 7th .

We urge you to give top priority to this meeting and, be on time*

\s
Fraternally yoXirs,

Claude l

$ / )%.sd-t- $— ( & 3



director, m < 100-3-8

1

> i/ii/m

SAC, CHICAGO (100-33729)

CP, U8A - IHTBUiATIOllAL ftSLATlCNS

IS - c
(00: MY)

KeCUlot to Bureau dated DeceaDer 15, 1965, cap-
tiooed, *CP, USA - IMTOOIATIQHAL 8JELATIGHB; IS - C; * and

“CLAUD* LICHTtOOl'i IS - C*. ISA OF 18S0."

SXmSSS CASS 1BJST li* SASHCXSO) IS COHMBCTICSI

fltg fs SANPK.DIS or IltrQMttTUM SHT FORTH SBS1R » 0WWE&
m pneivacT ist imestxty or this uokt placed source. sihce

TUirTsfORMATXOS WAS C0KF1&SKT1AIJUY RECEIVED AMD LKCAUSE BY

ITS VERY HATOSS IT TEED* TO IDKRTIFY THIS SOUKS, IT IS

AHCCMIIBSBHBD THAT UMJ3SS THIS IMFGBMATIG* 18 COmmmtm
mmm mmm miMM, that it hot be vtwmwmsi outside

THE BUREAU AT THIS T1H8.

Enclosed herewith for th» Human are taree copto#

or an xntermnt'm statement datod January 8, 1868, c«taiai»g
!

laiomation orally furaishad on January a, 1966, fey CG &824-S*

,

who has furniehed reliable laiaraatina la the part, to SA

RICHARD 6. HAXSW. Thla Infamotion was reduced to writing

on January 11, I960, and the original report ia Maintained

In CGtU* A) 134-46-9470.

3-Dareau Otoe. 3) (EM) _ . .

{1 - LOG- (Possible DaIngatIon oi Hogro Artists to Soviet

. Union, li«6>

wJIftyw Vork {KM)
- 100-86634 <GF, USA - International a©tat lone)

H . 100- (Possible Delegation of negro Artiste to Soviet

Union, 1866)

<1 - 134-81 (lain)
S-Cbieag©

(1 - A) 13 4-46-8470)
(1 - 100-16601 (MARGARET BU8H0UGHS) z ^Oll 3
<1 - 61-867 (CLAUDE DIOJUTOOT) /oc— /±> 3 7-^ eMIs*.

<1 - 100-18081 (CP, Illinois district - International Delations)

<1 - 100- (Possible Delegation of Hegro
Union, 1886)

*«»:»* l

m)

[iiiSi

“P**#©JCaJILB) £2
iHi i X' o ; i

FS!— NEW YORK



January 9, 1966

0 * CMUDB hlOJilFOOT, loading

2£?*w!S 2 th
? Party (0?) of Illinois, mim

lSs
rot>arno<! to tho Bttltod Staton is Doeosbor,

**?. *» 5<Ml »«t with rsproaontat ivoa
for P41*41**1 Halation* with rorsisn

*^^*! ussa
; J**

thm timrtm had arranged for

iJS^t
wSi£lSm *$*%£* ***** «***•*• to bo hoadod by

fJ®S*
RST of C1*4**** to visit tho Soviot Union sad

tho
d
wos!£t *mm* of I960. Up to

foJ

’

_L1G?
IT0OT «©*sd bo had hoard nothingforthar fraa tho Hussions on this nattor »»^ thoro bmm boonno ipjoifiojaoitstion oxtondod to ouch * dolo^IIon norl^s

^Sntli
0 b

S*-f
r
?Il

d
T
<* wh*B th* dologstion should visit that

*tot*d it was inportaat that ness word ho rocoived

Sitid^tJ
tt

I?-S®fl2
thte^nattor sinew mmamm has also boldvisit Ghana this ouansr togothor with sens other

Sl

w?oS^if*S<I
,>d

i ?L5£L£*«* **s*° «* oxhibit in Accra.
SL?**? °*.thi?’ tlCWROQT is vary intorostod in having sons
JSfSLS!? wit

?
**• °* th* 8wl»t Whion ao that they

“JP1*** cowwning this Negro artist delegationand sot tho datos whoa thoy should bo in tho Soviot Onion.
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Ijnited states governmentMEMORANDUM 4

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3 *39) DATE: 1/10/66,

FROM : SAC, CPICAGO (100-33741)
’*

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY , USA
ORGANIZATION
IS - C

Re Chicago airtel to the Director dated 1/17/66.

" Enclosed for the Bureau are 3 copies, and attached
to each copy of this letter designated for interested Offices,

°S
e coFy 80 informant statement concerning a meeting ofthe National Committee, Communist Party, USA, held in New York

on
.January 15 to 17, 1966. This information was furnished

ky I— J « who has furnished .reliable information in the b6
past, to SA

|
|on January 17, 1966. b7c

The original informant report is maintained in
Chicago file A^ [ b?D

3 - Bureau (Enel. 3)(RM)
New York (RM)^ 100-80641)(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1

a
(i
(i
a

(CP, USA - Organization)
100-84994) (GUS HALL)
100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON)
100-105078) (HYMAN LUMER) :

100-269 ) (HENRY WINSTON)
100-13472) (GIL GREEN)
100-128255) (DAN RUBIN)
100-80532) (HERB APTIJEKER)

(ARNOLD J0RNS0N)
(IRVING POTASH).
(WILLIAM PATTERSONS

100-16021)
100-48033)
100-84275)
100-r21421)
100-15828)
100-25623)
100-27539)
100- )

(JOE BRANDT!
-

(CARL RINTER)
(HELEN WINTER)

bo
b7C

(Copies cont. page 2)



o o

CG 100-33741

40 - New
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
a
a
a
(i
(i
(i
(i
(i
(i
(i
(i

a
(i

3 -

York (Cont .)
• Ipo- )

100-

93665)

101-

5^9 )

100- )

100-13203)
100-0595 )

100-7918 )

10pr )

100- ),

100-9369 )

100-13473)
100-79025)
100-19491)
100-148121)
100-56 )

100 -, )

*100-. ).

100-89691)
100-99590)
100- )

}00-79717)
100-81675)
100-26032)
100- . )

Angeles (RM)
10Q-4486 )

*100-4663 )

100- ).

(GEORGE MORRIS)
(WILLIAM WEINSTONE)
(PAUL NOVICK)

(TED BASSETT)
(SI PERSONS

.(MIKE DAVIDOW)

]
(CP, USA-Dom. Ad. Issues)
(CP- USA-Strategv in Industry)
(C&RM) ./GO -JS14Y? *

(CP, USA-Political Activities)
(CP, USA-Pamphlets and Publications)

(JAMES ALLEN)

I

(DOROTHY HEALEY)
'

(CP, USA-Qrganizat ion)

bo
b7C

5 - San Francisco (RWi
(1 - 100-25215)

|

(i - lQOr- ) (CP; USA-Organization)
<4 b 61-415 ) (AL RICHMOND)
<4 - >- I

(q. - 65-1242 ). UlCKEY LIMA) .

2 - Seattle (RM)
(1 - 100- ). I

(1 -100- ) (CP, USA-Org^niz^tion)

(Copies cont. page .3)

- 2 -
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CG 100-33741

3 - Minneapolis
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
(1 t 1Q0-

(RM)

)

)

) (CP, USA-Organization)

2 - Milwaukee (Rip 1
1

(1 - 100->4
. ) |

(1 - 100- ) (CP, .
USA-Organization)

2 - Detroit- (RM)
(1 - 100- ) I 1

(^ - 100- ) (QP,, USA^Organization)

2 - Philadelphia (RM) ,

(1 « 100- ) i

(l 100- ) (CP, USA-Organization)

2 - Cleveland (RM)
(1 - 100- ,) (ANTON KRCHMAREK)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA-Organization)

3 - Baltimore (RM)
• (1 - lQO-rl2076) (GEORGE MEYERS)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA-Organization)
(1 - 100~ ') (JAKE GREEN)

2 - Portland (RM) , ^— .

(1 - 100- ) |

(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA-Organization)

2 - Pittsburgh (RM)i 1

(1 - 100- )|
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA-Organization)

2 - New Haven (RM)
(1 - 100- > I

.
I

(1 - lOCj-r ) (CP, USA-Organization)

(Copies cont. page 4)

b6
b7C

r 3
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CG 1QQ-3?741

Chicagc
Cl - A[

100- ) (MORRIS CHILDS)
01-867 ) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
10Q-12890) I - b 6

100-202^9) I b7c
100-24800) (LOU DISKIS)
100-3313 ) (JACK KLIHG)
100-18957) (CP, USA-Youth Hatters)
100-18209) (CP, USA-Pamphlets and-Publications)
10Qt32864)' (CPI USA-Counterintelligence)
100-41324) (CIRM)

PHK/rms
(85)
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©M<3£g©0 S21&E©&3
Jatssaify 1H 0 £©6S

'

'An enlarged K©stifeg <St£ &b& Cossa&tte© ®$ t&©

Ccaaunist Party <CS>) * USA 4 m& h©M &a %m '$®zk (S&ty 6 W©sfe e

on January 14* 15 p 16 „ and l^ s $06® « '£&© general attendant©

consisted ©5 sppg’Qsisj&tQS.y S© g£X3$l© {present* Asong tfecs© present

were the following on January 15 and 16, 1966:

. GUS HALL
JIM JACKSON
HY WMER I

(SSL GREEN
I I,

CLAUSE LSGSTPOOY
BEEB APTHBK® (absent 1/16/66)
ARNOLD JOHNSON
IWT POTASH
EOBESS. CB?LDS
w%M»gAn pmvmsm

(absent 1/16/66)

C

*?W*8W

BOEOOT HEALEY
AL BICHEONP

LOU DSSESN

|

JACK SLING (absent 1/15/66)

JAKE GREEN
JAMES ALLEN (absent 1/16/66)

h6
b7C

l



GEORGE 1SOBRSS
WILL WBIB8SOWE

TED BASSET?

I | (absent 1/16/66)

About & total of 1© youth. •
,

4
*'

?he stenting opened ©a i3te&t&ry 18„ &$ th© 'WeSl&sg

ton Hotel. It had boss preceded fey a meeting |^iday$ ^asmrg' M
1966> of th© national Board plus ©obtain sssmtesr® of th© National

Coraaittee who were in town early , Th© was a

report by CBS HALL, 'a' sub-report later by E? LMEB # a draft *

resolution for the Convention f a report froEa HE1B m

his visit to Hanoi , and lastly t the plans for the convention

whose tentative dates 'were' set for Sm& 14# 15, 16# and 3L?.# :

GUS HALL'S' report dealt with the following:



o o [

This particular in history is deololws for th©

working class and peace forces .f2 the world; Tk© factors for

the defeat- of Xaperinliesa ar© gr®wiag daily; At the ©ass© tteD
fl

Imperialist reaction is ©ssa&atiisg its efforts, therefore;

the danger of World War is still great, Tfe© S&peri&llsts i

a

America continue to underestimate and m&©$al<aui&i©j thersfor®,,.

they make serious and dangerous errors, There is no real 8*&ss

support for the African policy in Viet pam, in spit© of tb@

ideological- campaign being undertake© by. the go^erssisnt „ ’Th©y

are sending emissaries all oyer the world dus to the tr®s©i&d$30

sentiment against- their action. They stopped th© foambisjg of

North Viet Nam not for any peace sentient, hut because of tk©

reactions of the rest of the world* ©ur Party has be®B r@M©taat

to speak out on this question and has not- given a lead to th©

masses which helped them to develop struggles to conti^e

cessation of bombings. If we were consistent in cur efforts,
t

we would help to mobilize many forces in this country who

are' seeding to end the war by Negotiation. On the domestic

front t HALL dealt with the problem the Administration fea& in

trying to continue the policy' of guns and butter. ' This argument

»

of course, is a fraud. It. is impossible for the Administratis

to accomplish this effort. The government argues that at this

- 3 «.
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point, wo cannot afford the welfare domestic program. Yh®

Party must say that what we afford Is the war program

Yha government continues to as?gos about the threat of

and the State of the Union message by President LYNDON B.. .

JOHNSON indicates this continuous frustration. In talking

^bout the peace movement, HALL'S report indicated that there

fs mounting pressure in this country and a growing unity of

the peace forces directing their protest against .the policies

of the United States. This movement is spearheaded by young

people and in some instances, the Party is in open participation.

The Party's, participationchanges the character of the novenent

apd helps it develop more anti-imperialist consciousness. What

is necessary is the development of . more, ant3,-Imjperiaiist csatere

in the peace movement. The Party, in addition, must play a role
s

in helping labor find its way into the peace movement « ©a labor,

HALL spent the main portion of his report dealing, with the
\

»

' *

necessity for the Party to make a- sharp break in its- approach

to the working class. He indicated that the Transport Workers

Union (TWU) strike in New York indicated the sh^rpness o# the

character of the class struggle -in the United States..and .the

dangers that are presented by the role of the government In

trying to reduce the effectiveness of the trade union.movement

*

4 **



with nev l&ws.&nd new, delude/ ^rks internal ^ess is the

unions nake it necaasary jh>f ’Hhi> J&rty to develop ps&Q rang©

approaches to this questipa, s
£fc® mi® fight the Party asset

conduct is the fight for tfes unity of the trade uai@n ssovegecato

This fight ®ust he conducted sroa&d three epaestioBs: X„ tibsir

internal unity of the trade Union present $ 2. the unity of

the working class, especially Hegro-white unity
$
and $• tfe®

unity of the unorganised workers and the organised workers &$cf

. as part of that , the organization of the unorganized into the

‘ labor moves-ant , HALL continued indicating that the crisis that

faces Host American cities is the crisis of the working-.class

-.since Host- of the working class is centered in these cities

«

1 The fight f the inclusion of the working .class in the

...policies that affect, the cities is of utmost' iEportans^o Ob
5

civil rights, HALL indicated that I
lesposed the crisis b6

1 *
» b / C

• and t£© plantation -system and Jim Crow corruption in American

life. The rifling .resorts to terror in the South to

maintain its position; * A Mg task for the Party in this} gbriasd

is. the struggle tp l^Ln^ the. civil rights fight' with* the struggle

|,
for peace. On political action, HALL indicated that our direction

mist be for developing independent political activities sbpbs

the masses. But these activities now should not be just protect

- 5 -
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campaigns but should bs campaigns organised to Mss. We east

also finalise .CS? candidates- JL this; election* On the ’$&rty

itself t HALL indicated that t&© $arty has been very &&<s® in

.

taking advantage .©f a©^ situations* Th®m has been .a Malted
*

i

growth .of -the Party in i®SS* ,ba$ tbsrs m® still to© easy - ,
•

•.

bars1loirs to allowing honest people t© Joia-th© Party,,

notable
.
expansions have been, the youth and they account' ,£©g>* *

,

the m^o^ity of the neu resrdlts t© -the Party. $r© easst embs,b

all ideologies that- tend $&: restrict the pasty 0© gtostfe,-. TUmxy.

Comrades- have be©©®©- afraid t© recruit- and raise all ty^ss.''©g

questions, about peopi© because they d© not trust tkesa» We'

,

emst hay© a very bold approach t© the- building ©f the £&$?ty*. ;

$hat was th® essemg© ©g WB EM&°s- report,

. •£&© first speak©!?, .©n the report. -was &M®8 s -

from -Ohio, raspiiBIE stated- this agpfsea&aat v&tb the report sjM
- * *

class* *

spoh© indicating his agressent ©1th th©,

report and put stress on independent political action asd -

. -

.developing independent forms In tb© labor moment* • and- k©

reported, a successful meeting in Chicago held at the -Satchel?

to @ <o
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Workers* HaU Thursday* tasussy 13* ISdS* 4a which' &te»s6 -im

trade unionists heard lecture ©n tb© history ©f

'

the Chicago labor ssovoa^sst
« | |

%4so indicated that the iPsiHly

has recruited young people 4a Chicago ssd has a list that th®y

.aresStill working ©u,

|froa Ifetroit e$*&© &sd indicated- his

agraeissnt with th© report- and stressed independeat' poiitloal

activity but particularly emphasising tbs necessity -for

organising.to win* \ x

1

| |
spoke agreeing with the report bat .

stressing problem of ispleM&tatioa with a -weak Party

*

ubtebs indicated his approach to psoplo^&s •

the South eesphasississg the reign of terror that esists £©r th©

Hegro people* .also emphasising that the ©hit© working claps is

act as involved in the a&ti^egn© activities a© the

press would lead you to believe* so also indicated- th4t. 4

series of articles ©a- hi© essperisnses * will appear la-- tb& assst

two issues of '*Tm Worker***

<5»BDE@B H0KBX8 spent his time is developing ass #psly$4s

of' the T10 strike 4© Hew Torh. His main ©valuatioa^Was pesitiv©*

aad he indicated that he felt th© Party did act fully wiadsrst&ad
*

th© significance -of the strike and felt that ©om® te©^rfedOs'.-were



even joining the cry that tk© iW ©as ignoring the public and

should pot hay© don© mm ©f t* things it did*

J2M JACggou eaphasiscd th© nseess&ty fes? tsaildiag

.working class leadership sad said that this should fes tk© .bead

of departure for all .of our work.

frosa the St&t© of Washington indicated

ho1© .he had won his. fight to toeeo&s reinstated, ia.-tk©* longsh^if©

Union after 14 years, and he is scheduled to report to work
1

' ' J
1

"
r" * d

,’

-

(

1

January 1%>t ,1803. He agrees with the significance of the SB®

fight and with- Cj$0&®S KD2S8SS* analysis § however, k© indicate

it '©as ideologically weak in ©inning the rest- -of the pespl© of

He© York to its position... • * ,

. ^

|
indicated the history of the struggle

against the KC C&rraa Act. and listed the yiciories w®a-.!|ad -

the decisions handed dews fey the Sup?©ne Uourt. Bh@ indicated

that they still -needed is&ss struggle and apprtetotely $3@ P€#S

She feels that the end ©ill cosso to a head, at the. p^ese^t rate

of litigation in about the Spring of l$8f»

stated attitudes.-tonard
:
ths->trade-psien£j ;’

have been wrong. We have, not clarified ©ur position- for .

socialism 'in -the. United -States, •

I leaphasiaed the weaka©3ses ( of tfce-^SfU, ,

strike, -particularly its public relations approach in ©inning
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the other porkers t.o their position asd gay© essesiplfes of toitfccsi?

*?ords being said, against tk© cilsa ky STegr© and Puer-t© &£©aia
, *

workers.

MIi issd&sated his analysis ©£ the sa&K®

canpaiga in Clewel&ad. E4Sf 9© pe^isipatta paralleled Ms
own article is ^©litiesl Affairs* dealing with this .cpssrt»£®ia;0

o2 th© -pr©M©sS‘ ©5

the class approach, la th© youth ewensat, indicating

youth Espwpmsat. tc?Ms t© mt across ©lass lines*. < &©..&!$©.
' *

©nphasised the saeeessity for 'mre M®®l©gl@&2 ..activity £a -•

the youth- field; 'because ©f tfceis&ny different tljasit

ar© rampant in youth work* including th© Party youth as well

as- a@a-Party youth.

WIK&- W§!BTO0$SS. spoke e^hasissing. th® pmM®M .&% lafes?

bureaucracy and-the- aecessity -for a .struggle against £%<>.
*-.

' EP?W W2MSE$H only &pbk® to- indicate Mm® ,

speaker had. stationed, the CoMstena letter- of th©

was addressed to. -the American when they were j&MbarSp

indicating^ that they should turn, tbusrd . the worhisg olag^b- >

WIHS^OH^ da. his..remarks , said ybry briefly that we.sh^uM sot

have any aor<3 referent® to that, period.’

Mt©r ;W2SfSfOH spoke,; the meeting was- then taken orer

by ©ho indicated that although as? ©rening. session Md

- 9 «
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6*

beensch&tit&ed, it fosl&sg t&at th@ s&stA&g •okcmld

recess e£ 2.0 q #$&©s& steo-ea&y ^jaradss

?©jp® tired fares trawl* $&© Swiss© tfe© cset&as mo e3&Si&3l0d

for 10 ,©*©S©sis. -s^by ?bss,&$ alleys state® *&©

seat with
.
Iffidi^Adsa®^ to tfe©’^s$ifsa

;
| Offto©* ts&sttog

ifeea reoesssd. .tasitAS. 1® ©*el©$!s' &us$ay maatog* • . •.

0©>8taB$&y
9 Sfm&Bf M 9 $#86*. t&©;

£
^ *

'
’

„ 1

*ith MU4M *PA^SIOT
;
08, .first , &&!$£&&* * |^2SS»I.. -

„
*

^

' *
* 1 "

I* *

-iMieatod-Ms- a^feOestot effcti, tip w®8#fc. aad-so^^ed’ §8jafc

tfe®. .secttoft ©a laisor .©stated fpr a .e^a^t©-^aEfM®§«
^

1

’*
’" *

k
!

1

PMfSMm. furttos*; sapfeastoed- ife& etjmggl© sg&tost -

efeuyAsaAsss3& this; feto© that. At'jte© ass. ^tpard'st!r«i3sler < MfftgSSpSf
j

, > * ’ ’

< >
>

! J ' [< *
i

,

1

sis© gave- c&.03$bs&t© of &$&ffi.808& to ©forgi&e .

l)|MA ABdA^AtM fer rtetstoto® •
-'•

tod'g&w l£Mt<3& ©^ssries^©^ 4$:#&t $@&®?drf .asd^fe** tfetet

©Bp&asts©d .potot ea. labort©®d g&w s©sst> ©s^rtoj&sm As

^lAf©rsia..to tl$&fc Regard.,
. , .

*
.

.

. ss® ^ labor as-th© feay -$S3B %h&

tot0?©-©f the ’jBewWfery#-. oad i$-%0 laid‘.acted ^'S^liriBdaistios tfee
r If *

'
# '

.

•Bwriy 4fesaed,
:
i® ©oioboifv;W $©81*8* fea*$, id' avfeettes&i #osik&<B©

today... fJa©: ©xistsm© of lat^feTO&Bcraey A® a&t tbe s&to

probies-.espaadfag our wtiaselp9$#. I^at afctiifcd&st fetdefidd

10



labor- in- our rack© Is a blg^:faster* 12© agreed with tk© fact

.that the $WU stride .was pes&tl '. sc^
#

als© agreed that Its gxa&M©

relations work was tbs-weakest*

JOB BgAUBff- £sd£«mt©& that he was dleappdlatsd Sis

©stiiaates of the TO strife© %s^£8© they dM,ts©t tfiolwSaiWfta^

role the Pas$y played* figr my* in his epls&o^p. the, $arty was

estressexy w©a& la this regards $?h©r@ was a© g©li©y» sst-'-issv

regards to 3SW»

tiRABDV : tfeea iadleated- that there had- fe®©si= 4®$r.£3t?

subscriptions 1
* for. tha* paper 'Isa- IS®©* -but this was ©ffksfc §Sf

a drop of- 350 la fcu&dl® sales a §h£& was ©spl&fesd- ;ky '.IMes

from door,, t© deer*- •gher© bss: tfe®©& a. slew fcaildlag. ©f tk-3 psg©s>

la th® Sowtjh. with aa iaere&so offbeat 150. safeg©rlpt£©s^jj »&5s

tim limit g£t©a9 .- mlsly-throa^a' efforts of ^6SSSS--iKSS^^^ 2b
f

December* >t©llo^lag: th© Supres®- Court..deelsloBp '•ther^it.w^©* .
•

©ranrosasaaceAy isou-mew sursaeraoisaouss tasa jfwawaias*

facing the Party- Is how to £aplem@at th@ ! report’*

1 . He too emphasised the esphasl©. ©sith© worhlsi^ iOiass^as^'gssB^

\ tloasd that the dlyil rights iioyesssht will come to[a ststM&biil

uaiess'ithe'-worteiag -class -,&o^es la, aad partiolpstesi-.’ ?
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eaphasized tho necessity for th© ©4v4! rights asd-.p©a©©

ments.-'to got iat© politics ^’iis %m ©asssct fee realised .

without labor £*,help, . lastly # late has sot staffictetly

analyzed, the rcl© ©g th® #sd®mt ^teaassnt 4a brea&ing- tfesir

unions-^. ais© reported a newspaper ertiol© that,

indicated. c©af©r©hd®s ©a tit© ©st©as4©a mad quality ©4 Ksigr®

office holder© war© ,feeing held 4& dalifo^ia snd t©^"?©^

as th© Es Cannas Act

indicating gain© ^ad@. ©atfea fight f©r ©iril. 14fe@rti©s^

. .?.** .. /Sns&SBT ViWS%& &$$k® of the necessity -for the

* bo
b7C

gteap

^ _ _ *n **» A _ A A „> ... _ A. M I ' 'AO ‘ A A_«_ * . .« JL

©peach o$i-; all of- the -Nasi,collaborators who are .sow resM'ent©

of th© •Ecited iStai©©* * *
.

•

‘

'
?

who.- is te?. .1 bo
b7C

District. Organiser for Oregon*.

,
E? -hiJiBR was given the floor to enplaia th© -draft

ft

resolution. Copies of the draft .resolution had: fe^sa pas

- IS -
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out to the participants as. they’ ©nt©r©d tfee: hail,, Sock

resolution ms numbered and t m3 made- that

the draft resolution ms not to be taken frm the ®§eti©g.

Each person was responsible fcs* returning the resolution at

the end of .the. meting/ B7 |Lssdle&t®d- that the problem

with preparing a draff resolution for the forthassling eoavomties
k

had been, complicated by the issuance of the Party progress* M&
~ ’ J

t
'

* *
* f h

' *

further ^clarified that the draft resolution that« passed
<

out at the meeting was not -for discussion anywhere but in tfe®
*

national Committee. ITIMER indicated- that the draft had tem&

previously discussed by the National Board* There w®r$ '©sss©

questions as to why a draft resolution should be issued when

the Party -was already issuing its program.. l*W%& indicated
*

that the issuance of a draft resolution officially is ©uppcs$®d

to evaluate the period of Party work between ee&Wj&nf

Since- we have not had a convention in several years * fhls

further, complicated the formulation; The Party, is, an. organisa-

tion that bases its program on science and* therefore g our

policy has to reflect what the Party wants .to focus on .doing
,

%

during- this immediate period. The program, gives long r&$ge

solutions to problems and the draft resolution tries- to focus .

and evaluate the work of the Party and the task before: if for



o '©
€ «

a short',period of tism* ,?&© dismssiea is*' the. NatiomaS. Stag'd

reflected. the following ©pini;^^
T

*
- ' * * \ r *

“
'

; :

' * * if*' * ,
- * % * " • ’

t .
*'*

: s v * *
,

,
«, »

First;, tSmtyth© draft resolution did sot &apgtss?bw

'

excitement oi the current peace- asd csiyil rights '£b& s
T ' **** T ’ *> **

1

v /* ,

,** »
,

*
t

, **,,*,,
therefore, tested. to tea ssgativ©* St did ©ot mSlmt tfesi

‘ •* *

yietori©© that. haw© fe@@a s©hi©wsd W th© $©@p*
-
w’’ ' '

’ i"'’ - *> - *
'

.
*

r *f , 0
I ,

' \ r

, % ##

not go far enough; on citing the. gain© of the Pasty/ St." cl^uid -

,

’ ' y.~ * y t -
;

*
-

, «,.,•'•
, „

'

i

**

have, cor© ©».t£©, goals of the Party as a guide© fc'jlMbdmr it '*

* *
‘ 1 ’"

! *' ii= ,» * '*•* "
1 * ' ,* t /* yt i ;l

t

** *>
(

-,

does? not. deal with ©onopoiy .and state .EoaopoXy ,€&pit^i£i|<>. E$-

does, not' ad©$mt©X^. review the of tte© Forty, is ttea jpsiaSo

St needs s^© ©^Xamtioa .os th© fight agaisst.t'he

?h© resoXutipa -oospXeteXy . ©Bits say discussion iofi the Soviet^
*

'

Chinese, «tig£©r©n©©$<>. St do©© not deal with the
1,1

,r "'
’ / *i; _

*
, ;

» ^
fii ,

^ *,
^ t

,
-

+ . , , b
, B ,

'
t

the. Hegro, peopx© in the South, And lastly, XW8&. iiditeated'. :

‘

the rospXntioa. does sot dsal with, thb profeXosjs. ©f

Amrioans. a&d Fsert© Eieass-, ^here was on© ©f.

draft-resolution as proposed that was oo^XeteXy^asended'^. •'

the .National Beard, and that was the.seotios- dealing $?&&& tho
'

rank. and..file ssove&ent within the labor .EbVjsaent,- -fho ^e^_.

elusions of the National Board were that although them mo "

problem,with having both the progras. and the draft rese^stlon

presented- so. close together, it was eeeessary to;have >h

*• X4
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draft resolution,- Therefore), th© Hati©sal ©ossitfc©© is ashodi

to authorize tho^H&iional SgsevSKsartat t© issa© a draft r©@©;s.tat&©m

for .discussion in the Party § and for the Hat&osal S©§r©tss,&at t©

be authorized to decide on the progor tie© for its issuass©.

The pre-convention discussion* b<s®©v©r 9 will ©pen with t&©

Party program,
* '

The mooting then adjourned with'th© understanding

that some people would have t© leave) however, lor the©© 'toh©

could remain, the' discussion would eoatinu® on

report and the- draft resolution Monday, January iJ3F, &©@(3#
?

i© :

€

\ “

^

i
Ff * it j

the morning ' from 9 until 12. The meting fwas recessed ©girly

‘Sunday in order 'to allow the national ;C©ssiite&'assays© $&'

attend the 'rally at 'Manhattan Center where ©M
the* other too -who went to Hanoi were reposting, The ©gotisg

1

adjournodOfficially at 12sS9 piia, , Sunday, J&d&ry 1®,-

'
'

it was further ledrndd that MU 'JACS&Sf hki ’“bsen

replaced as editor of- "The Worker" by CARh WBSPER/’t© g© into-

effect 'immediately/ JIM JAd&SOH is being reiieydd and' r©«

assigned to write a 'booh dealing .with the Party®#- gcs&Vi&a' ©a

the'Hegro question," This will" lie 'his major and ®@I©

occupation for at least two years.. He is to o%$m$m the w©r&

and to mobilize help in its writing,
“ " '

- .15 -



It vwa also learssel that tto© stress!© is

tho National Boagd ^iih r®g©s><2 fcai&i *

editorial :ydsdt£oa os the pass’s fk© ©ppcs&tioa liaaiap G3©£S$.

. to bo ; SiMsS^ ©@.'\tha •$£© -haa^-.©^ <5.Ei3-

mala spok^m®®* '©2&. GS1SS' ^g&ed Mj;.B2<gS^S©-'as3 th© ©M£ea><,-
,r *

oas resolved irafavos? of @&B2» USSf@&5
. *g&s$m .t© ;&s psss>

difficulty; ia 'y&?kl®g ,

'8ith- @&&E3T©a the $fwt of ©ssa of th©

other 'EQ^&sr© ®f th© .Matloaal Beard*, $^®y,S©l& tMt,f§BSH£3: £0
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Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Q> OUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia
January 19, 1966

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03-03-2012

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
SECURITY MATTER - C

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN
RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

On January 17, 1966, a confidential source advised
HARRY WACHTEL inquired of Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.,
President, Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC),
whether he would be able to attend a**function on March 11,
1966, in the New York City area^sfWSCHTEL said this ' function
would be a ’’parlor type” meetihgat which ’’they” could expect
to raise $25,000. Reverenji^XING told WACHTEL he would attend
this function.

.WACHTEL on to explain to Reverend KING that
said is connected with the Democratic

National Committee, would probably attend this function.

everend KING said that I had sponsored some-
programs (not- explained^ for him in the past, but he had
h^jfrd that I I recently stated that while he had been an
ulmirer of his. he was very disappointed with his views

b6
b7C

regarding Viet Nam.
b6
b7C

WACETEL said he would talk to in effort to
induce him to attend the aforementioned' meeting in order that
Reverend KING would have opportunity to talk with him. WACKTEL
commented Vwhen we went into this Viet Nam thing, we decided
that he who controls .the purse strings doesn’t control our
philosophy.”

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to-
your agency; it and its contents are not to he distributed
outside your agency.
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SSIFICATION
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uniOd states department of jStice
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta', Georgia
January 3,9, 1966

Title
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Title

Character

Reference

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

SECURITY MATTER - C

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN
RACIAL MATTERS

INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Letterhead memorandum dated
and captioned as above at
Atlanta, Georgia

f
our®es (except .any listed below) whose identities

information^ thrpast“
Ced COffi2mnlcation h^e furnished reliable

o^th^FBI
611

*!*
0
!?^8 neitke;

T
recommendations nor conclusions

yaurlmlZ. It' „*?? prop
?
rt

?
°f the FBI a^d ^ "loaned to

outsidl yS igancy.
00“tentS are not to distributed



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)
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Date: 1/19/66

Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method Of Mailing)

1.

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, ATLANTA

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR
SM - C
Atlanta file 100-5586
Bufile 100-106670

CIRM
Atlanta file 100-6670
Bufile 100-442529

Enclosed for the Bureau is the original and 8 copies
and for New York 3 copies LHM.

Source referred to in enclosed LHM is AT 1381-S*.

Sources used to characterize WACHTEL are Anonymous
Source of WFO set out in report of SA
at WFO re "NLG; IS-C" and NY 1190-8*.

7/19/50,

If the information from AT 1381-S# is utilized for
lead purposes, care should be taken not to jeopardize the
source.

b6
b7C

The enclosed LHM has been classified S^pet because
it contains information from a highly sensitive source with
respect to the racial situation in the Atlanta area. It is
felt this classification is necessary in order not to jeopardize
the valuable position of the informant in furnishing information
of this nature.

4 - Bureau (Enc. 9) (rm)
(3- 100-106670)
(1- 100-442529) J

C _32)- New York (Enc.£/S)
(1- 100-148289) (HAfcRY WACHTEL^

3 - Atlanta
(1- 100-&58d)

“J 3 ^ l9

AGStcb (1-
(10) (1-
Approved:

100-6670)
100-6670A)

|
KP- wW
Lai Afgent.in Charge

Sent .M Per
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-442529X

SAC', NEW YORK (100.-153735')

CIRM

NY FOUR ZERO NINE TWO-S* ON ONE TWENTY SIXTY-SIX, ADVISED

~| TOLD CLARENCE JONES, AN ADVISOR. TO THE

REVEREND MARTIN LUTHER KING,: JUNIOR*. THAT HE. HAD TALKED* TO

ROCKEFELLER; (GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK) ON-ONE -NINETEEN SIXTYVSIX

WITH THESE RESULTS: has* "the; inside track" and- Will be

Named momentarily; as the governor's advisor on human, relations

AND CIVIL RIGHTS. THE OUTGROWTH OF'THIS WILL BE. ’WITH WALKER

•COORDINATING .A CONFERENCE -IN HARLEM (TBJE-^OT SPECIFIED) TO

DISINTEGRATE, THE GHETTO AND WHICH WOULD. INVOLVE THE FEDERAL,

STATE AND' CITY GOVERNMENTS.. 30NFIDED THAT ,JONES, WOULD.

BE ONE OF HIS SPECIAL ASSISTANTS. AND ON THE, GOVERNOR ' S

COMMISSION.; CONTINUED THAT A. PHILIP' RANDOLPH. AND

BAYARD RUSTIN' WOULD BE AMONG THOSE IN Tip! SMALL. NUCLEUS OF

THE. .OPERATION.

l'-Supervispr, (#42)

TJD:kxb
(2)

'Z
Approved: _____ ’ senC

• Special'^g^it in Charge

Z
“wzir:
•&6 -/SS 73,

Z Pej



FD..3£(R8v, 5-82-64),

Transmit the following in

o
Date:

(Type in plaintext or cods)

(Priority

)

PAGE TWO

NY 100-153735

SAID HE EXPECTS THAT HE IS PRECIPITATING THE

"ARMAGEDON" WITH ADAM (REPRESENTATIVE ADAM POWELL) BUT HE

BELIEVES HE IS READY (FOR HIM)*;

Approved: Sent

Special Agent in Charge
,M Per
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File ]Q0 |SV7^£_
Class. Case No. last Serial

Pending {§[ Closed

Serial No. Description of Serial

oat. Sfzs/r?

Date
Charged

,\7Q Serial sent to Bureau, per

'L\i/b~'Z\'VT' Buairtel to NY, dtd. 4/12/77 »

titled; Bernard S. Lee v.

Clarence M. Kelley, et. al,

BuFile 62-117194(3

Section #23
Employee

RECHARGE Date

To From",

o

c

a
a

Date Charged

Employee

location



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Bureau 100-3-69

DNFID^JCACONFipmiJCAL

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

I>ECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FP.OH:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03-05-2012

New York, New York
January 20, 1966

Re: Cfmmunist Party, United States
* of America - Organization

Internal Security - C

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the, past, advised on January 15* 1966, that
beginning at 10:00 AM on that date, and continuing through
January 17, 1966, an enlarged meeting, of the National Committee,
Communist, Party, 'United States of America (CPUSA),. and invited
guests, was held in, the Laurentian Room of the Hotel Wellington,
located at 55th Street and Seventh Avenue, New York City.

First Day's Session
January 15* 1966 ^

'

This’ source advised that James Jackson acted as
Chairman for the session. The meeting was opened by Henry
Winston, who called for a minute, of silence in memory of
deceased CPUSA- functionaries.

Mortimer Daniel Rubin announced that the two main
.points on the agenda of the meeting would be a discussion of
the current political situation, by Gus Hall and a report on the
Party Program.

Gus Hall then spoke and stressed the necessity of making
final arrangements for public release of the Party Program. He
noted that it would be ready for public release by approximately
February 1, 1966.

This document contains neither recommendations
noi? conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

CONFSpENTIAL
Grbup I

Excluded £r^m. automatic
downgrading and
declassification

tad ze>
(
iqu

/Ot>- /S'3 03
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Re: CPUSA-Organization
Internal Security - C

Continuing, Hall stated that a financial decision must
be made concerning holding a CPUSA National Convention in the
near future, and concerning the Party's "stepping out publicly
on the political scene."

Hall then discussed the situation in Vietnam,
stating that the United States of America (USA) is becoming
isolated—that the USA’s allies do not desire to associate
themselves with USA policy in Vietnam. He mentioned the growing
peace movement in the USA, and the people’s growing discontent
with the USA policy in Vietnam.

Hall further discussed the necessity of the Party’s
concentrating cn the labor movement in the USA, on mass
propaganda, andteaming active in "all people’s movements."
The Party’s "new freedom" as a result of recent court decisions,
should be reflected in the Party press and in Communist Party
(CP) literature generally. The. "legality" of the Party must be
stressed continuously.

Hall noted that Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Director J. Edgar Hoover recently announced that there has been
"growth" in the Party. According to Hall, the immediate future
must be a period of "reconstruction and rehabilitation" of the
Party. Party members are unnecessarily afraid of the people,
who, they believe, still view the Party witb suspicion.
All high-level committees must be revived and* able Party
spokesmen mdst be developed.

The Party must struggle against' "white chauvinism.

"

The next CPUSA convention "must reflect politics and all
that goes with iti" Pre-convention discussion must be
"free and unfettered.

"

Following the above discussion by Hall, 15 people
at the meeting took the floor and expressed approval of
Hall’s remarks.

A second confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on January 16, i960 ,

that Gus Hall’s basic premise was that everything in the United

- 2 -
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Re: CPUSA-Organization
Internal Security - C

States favors the growth of the Party and the Party must grasp
the opportunity to start moving ahead. Hall called for renewed
activity and work in trade unions, among liberal and working
class groups.

This second source advised that approximately 15
speakers commented favorably on Hall’s report. There followed
an announcement that the Party will hold a four to five day
Qonvention around June 25, 1966. This date was selected in order
to enable more students to attend the Convention. The Convention
would be attended by approximately 300 delegates, 150 alternate
delegates and 500 invitees.

Second Day’s Session
January 16, 1966

The first source advised that Dorothy Healey presided
as Chairman for this session, which continued only until
12: 30 PM. Hyman Lumer discussed the document on General
Political Resolution" and "Pre-Convention Document. 11 The
source stated that as a result of a general discussion, it
was decided that changes in the document would have to be made.

Third Day’s Session
January 17, 1966

The first source advised that the final session was
held on January 17, 1966. Philip Bart acted as Chairman.

At the morning session there was further discussion of
Gus Hall’s report, and of the document referred to as the
"General Political Resolution" or "Pre-Convention Document.
Mortimer Daniel Rubin then made motions to endorse Gus Hall’s
report and Hyman Burner’s report on the pre-convention resolution,
both motions being carried unanimously. With respect to the
motion on the pre-convention resolution, the CPUSA Secretariat
was authorized "to complete the resolution, finalize it, and
give it to the membership." The dat** .when the resolution
should -be publicized wds.-left to the‘ivd&£cr'etlbn\!

$ftbhe Secretariat,

- 3 -
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At the afternoon session, Roscoe Proctor was
Chairman. Proctor introduced Herbert Aptheker, who spoke
briefly of his visit to Hanoi, and then answered questions
concerning the same. He said that the CP in North Vietnam
was "delighted" to meet a representative from the CPUSA,
and that he had taken necessary steps to establish and insure
close relations between the CPUSA and the CP of North Vietnam.
Vfliij.e in Hanoi, he and his associates— (1

and
'£

ir

met the Secretary of the North
Vietnam CP, and also the Premier of North Vietnam. They did
not meet HO Chi-minh, the President of North Vietnam, who was
"out of town celebrating the Chinese New Year." Also, while
in Hanoi, Aptheker,

! l
and I Iwere interviewed by a

representative of tne "New York Times." In two weeks, this
publication will contain an article concerning him and his
vis5.t to Hanoi.

As a result of his and his associates trip to
Hanoi, plans are being made for them to lecture at various
cities throughout the United States. People making arrangements
for these lectures are being advised that all three should be
invited at the same time.

According to Aptheker, he has written nine articles
on Hanoii which will be published in "The Worker".

After Aptheker finished his remarks, he was given
an ovation by those present. He was told that he rendered
a valuable service to the CPUSA in having gone to Hanoi.

Hyman Lumer then discussed the Party Program, which
will appear in a 128-page paper book, the proposed title of
which is "New Program of CPUSA," with the subtitle, "A Draft.
The book, which should be ready for distribution on or about
February 15, 1966, will be sold for 95 cents, but CP
organizations may buy it for 25 or 30 cents. The first
printing will consist of 50,000 copies.

b6
b7C

- 4 -
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Lumer further stated that at a meeting of CP
District representatives on the previous evening, it was agreed
that $10,000 must be raised for the Party program, $85* 000 for
"The Worker, "• $10, 000 for the election campaign, and $30,000
for the next convention. Money would also have to be raised
for youth work and for defense, no specific recommendations
having been made, however, as to these items.

Joe Brandt reported on "The Worker" drive, stating
that the paper is seeking 3*.000 new subscriptions and 1,000
renewals. He said the January 23, 1966 issue of "The Worker
would furnish detailed information r egarding "The Worker" drive.

Gus Hall then summarized the agenda and expressed
his appreciation to the Program Committee, consisting of
James Jackson, Gil Green, Hyman Lumer, Carl Winter and
A1 Richmond. He thanked Aptheker for the latter’s excellent
report on Hanoi and for having established with the North
Vietnam- CP better relations, of which Hall hoped the CPUSA
would take advantage. Hall also stressed the need for
rehabilitation of the Party, and for the CP’s working in
the trade unions. With regard to the next elections, he
said domestic policy cannot be separated from foreign policy,
and that the CPUSA cannot be compromised with candidates
favoring USA foreign policy.

Henry Winston then made a short speech in praise of
James Jackson and Carl Winter. He formally announced what
had been decided at an Executive Board meeting—that Carl
Winter would replace James Jackson as Editor of "The Worker".
Jackson, he stated, would resign in order that he might
write a book. Carl Winter, he stated, was becoming Editor
of "The Worker" immediately.

Danny Rubin then announced that the next CPUSA
convention would be held in New York City, between June 23 and
26, 1966. In attendance at the convention would be 300 delegates,
100 alternates, and 300 guests who would not be CP members.
The purpose of inviting 300 non-Party guests was to create
the impression that the convention was not essentially a CP
convention. Further, by having 300 non-Party guests present.

- 5 -
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the effect would be to confuse the government as to who
was, or was not, a CP member among all present at the
convention. On opening night, it was planned to have
a mass meeting of several thousand at the convention.
The "formal official convention call" would be made on
February 15, 1966.

Before the convention, there would be a number
of "referendums .

" Delegates would, be chosen on the basis
of dues payments between October 1, 1965 and March 31* i960.

Since it is anticipated that the cost of holding
the convention will- be about $30*000, the meeting voted
approval of "a convention assessment," amounting to three
months* dues per member.

A resolution was passed at the meeting authorizing
that delegates from fraternal parties be invited to the
convention. The CPUSA Secretariat was authorized to decide
how this matter should be handled.

The second confidential source advised the final
session convened at 10:00 AM, and consisted largely of
individual speakers commenting on the main report of Gus Hall,
which was delivered during the first session. Speakers commented
favorably on Hall’s reiteration that the Party will develop a
working class approach.

This source advised that Herbert Aptheker, a member
of the CP National Committee, and who recently returned from
North Vietnam, addressed the meeting. Aptheker apparently met
with the Central Committee of the North Vietnam CP, which was
happy to have established contact with the United States CP.
According to Aptheker, the North Vietnam CP encourages the use
of any and all slogans to increase protest activity in America
against the role of the United States in the Vietnam area.

The second source stated the final session came to
an end after having passed resolutions calling for a fund drive
for "The Worker", adoption of the CP Program and the calling of
a National Convention.
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"The Worker" is an East Coast Communist
newspaper.

|
was interviewed by Special Agents

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation on
August 13, 1953, during which time he stated that
though he had never been a member of the
Communist Party, he had joined the American
Youth for Democracy (AYD) in the fall of 1946,
on the campus at Harvard University. He said
that the AYD was known as the Harvard Youth for
Democracy on the campus and that he had
-disaffiliated himself with the AYD in June, 1947.

ffurther advised that while at Harvard
University he had been a member of the John Reed
Club for approximately two years during 1947 and
19^8. He said that approximately one year
during this period he had served as
the John Reed Club.

of

The AYD has been cited pursuant to Executive Order
10450.

A characterization of the John Reed Clubs of the
United States is contained in the appendix attached.

The "National Guardian" of November 13, 19&5,
page 2, stated that I 1 was among the
guests on the dais at the 17th Anniversary
Dinner of the "National Guardian" held
November 5, 1965, at the Hotel Americana, b6
New York City, The November 13., 1965 issue of b?c
the "National Guardian" described as

I I since 1964 of the Newark community
Union Project and one of the l

of the Students For a Democratic Society.

A characterization of the "National Guardian" is
contained in the appendix hereto.

- 7 -
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JU APPENDIX

JOHN REED CLUBS OP THE UNITED STATES

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications ", revised and published as of December 1, 1961*
to supersede Guide published on January 2, 1957 > prepared
and released by the Committee on Un-American Activities

,

United States House of Representatives., Washington, D.C.,

contains the following concerning the John. Reed Clubs of r

United States:

"l. Cited as organizations ’whose
affiliation with the COMMUNIST
PARTY is clear beyond dispute. ’

(Special Committee on Un-American
Activities, Annual Report,
House Report 1476, January 3, 1940,
p. 10.)"

•-t*
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jL APPENDIX

"NATIONAL GUARDIAN 11

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications", revised arid published December 1, 1961, to
supersede Guide published, on January 2, 1957 > prepared and

^

released by the Committee on Un-American Activities, United
States House of Representatives, Washington, D.C., reflects
the following on Page- 193 regarding the "National Guardian :

"1. Established by the American Labor Party
in 19^7 as a 'progressive* weekly * * *.

Although it denies having any affiliation
with the Communist Party, it has manifested
itself from the beginning as a .virtual

official propaganda arm of Soviet Russia.
(Committee on Un-American Activities, Report,
Trial by Treason:, The National Committee to
Secure Justice for the Rosenbergs and Morton
Sobell, August 25, 1956, ,p. 12.7"

- 9 -
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FBI

O n

Bate: 1/20/66

Transmit the following in --

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI ( 100-3-69 )

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
ORGANIZATION
IS-C
CINAL
(00: NY)

Re New York teletypes 1/15, 16, 18/66, and New York

airtels, dated 1/17 and 18/66, concerning three day National

Committee, CPUSA meeting, held at the Hotel Wellington, NYC,

1/15-17/66.

4 -

2 -

2 -

2 -

2 -

2 -

2 -

2 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

Bureau (100-3-69) (Ends. 7) (RM) .

(1 - 100-3-81) (CPUSA- INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
Baltimore (100-12464) (Ends. 2) (RM)

Chicago (100-18953) (Ends. 2) (RM)

(l - 134-46)
Cleveland (Ends. 2) (RM)
(l - 100- ) (PHIL BART)
Denver (Ends. 2) (RM)
Los Angeles (100-2o044) (Ends. 2) (RM)

(1 - 100- ) (DOROTHY HEALEY)
Miami (3,00- ) (Ends. 2) (RM)

San Francisco (Ends. 2) (RM)
(l - 100- ) (ROSCOE PROCTOR)
New York (100-84994) (GUS HALL) (42)
New York (100-269) (HENRY WINSTON) (42)
New York : (lOO-128255) (MORTIMER DANIEL RUBIN) (42)

COPIES CONTINUED

1 - New York (100-80641) (42)

HC0:gmd
137)

I SEARCHED—i— INDEXED,

I
SERIALIZED1^) Film C\Q^\

JAN 2 0 H'f
—rniTor

Approved:. Sent M Per

Speplal Agent in Change



NY 100-80641

COPIES -CONTINUED.

r - New York (100-80532).
New York ( 1QO-8Q64o)-

1 - New York (100-86624)
1 - New York (10O-IO5078 )

1 t New York (100-80644)
1 - New York (100-110521)
1 - New York (100-148904)
1 - New York (100-16785 V
1 - New York (100-27539)
1 - New, York (IOO-89691 )
1 - New York 100-74560)
1 - New York (97-169) (PU
1 - New York (100- 15828 )

1 - New York (100-13472)

(HERBERT APTHEKER) (42) v

(OPUSA-NEGRO QUESTION) (42) /t .

(CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (42)
(HYMAN LUMER): (42) v

(fiEIISA-YOUTH MATTERS) (42)
'

(JAMES. JACKSON) (42)
CARL WINTER) (42) . . Wl
'CPUSA-DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES) (42.

[CPUSA-EUNDS) (42)
FT.TgHTT.RS TTOW PRESS) (42)
r i (42)
(GIL GREEN) (42)
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NY 100-80641

Enclosed herewith are seven.•‘copies of a letterhead
memorandum (LHM) concerning this meeting.

First source utilized was CO 5824- S*.

Second source utilized was

This memorandum has been classified "ConTljJ^ffClul

because it contains information from the above twe^sources, the
unauthorized disclosure of which would seriously impair the
investigation of the CPUSA, and such impairment could have an
adverse effect upon the national defense interests of the
country.

Tht=> ai Agents of the FBI who interviewed
were
Atlanta Office.

and then of the

b7D

b6
b7C
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JAiyffiSHOOPE^aspianU
;
^There : .is!"mXi&^diM

oymer; isjhead? the
;
'C^ |o

- 'People the a con^unity!{claim wHat^d madeto
,Ms; sojj^
eng^ed^^-'Ji&vjn^ .o£&Sg^

- Negroes l^n
;
^o]^j6 posals^

ffcra:rcpstering to
:
yote; \ '

4 fealiers ol Tlie Wbrker: "
%

whicB makes. it' aicHme to dfc
• crimlmte^ in. ,i$q sdectton .<*

juries. •(Enacted 1874, never
partment of Justice^the.F.B.Iv, or yS^j\ /

soutHernFtkiefai'MarsHals.
r

'i, .
* ... . . , .\ .

^ -
; ;

>. *• 3. Enact enabling legislation at

. •?^S85|fe‘^
n

- the .comiiig .session ol, Congress.
^conanues4t?i to^f^ohmtaiy. thatKwiUireintirceSthe power, of
* the .Federal .<(&vernment t<j.pr* I^?^.^iM»,to, the ^ent or' pimfcg^jines a ra£ial

violence;- FoV; instance; .the <V&

vthe.U^C^e.givM -tixe Rresideiit'^
.pre

'

viousl^mentioned ». report
iDower to^surmress domestic,view * . jsa* v^i ‘~:Aa jv.

- j give, ,uie
,
Auaroey- \ucner«uv

w

T^fOT^which.doe^^nd i a^ity ^..initiate. iafocVedirig!
di<^ins -petty;.bank, robhers^and

t0 ' ^^ieW/exeicisin'j
FirWrA^^M'a^ts.,itTalst

and_searctog lor •su^lves” pw^^t^TObde ti, ft!
i$> the Ldbotv Civil • Rights,

_

and
, ^-.riMka-sany,-. county,

Peace. Movements, says it is an
. citi* ibintlv

“investigative- agency”vwhen it

comes,, to . protecting* the< civil *

rights; of Negroes* -,,
• -

-

Every* : ILS. marshal - in the *

South is y/hite; except'fora tiny

handful ot Negro ^deputies. ..

Charges are made' that these

marshals* co-op^te-with racist

police. There ’

is at least, one;

photo, of U.Sv;mar^b^^thrpt\ving*
civil rights demonstrators oft

federal propertyt and into the
waiting armss o£ local1 police.

ITIS THE DUTXVo£<the'Gov- so. Let President'Johnson;appoint

ernment of • the United States^o ' some, Negro|mjii^hals, and ;sub
protect- audits citizens^inKfheir v< sMnti^y;ir^Sse the number oJ

efforts' tof secure the^*ights-,and/ Negrb<pe^ty;i^^ f
benefits^ar^t^,,&en^by the;- 5;* RacistsPederal: ,judge

ConstiMtiohiandj^by^FederM^leg-^; pointed: ;by^:President> rJohiisor

islatfom -Presidehivjblmsom and;his predecessors atthebehesl

the ’lbepartmentt ot Justic&imust of Dixiecrat ^litici^^shbuld be

,
use

fthWauthoiity-tl^/pc^ replaced:^
putwend^ judges^h^^

1U «t .Oai*41*^TA^ «a4 Xn4\\yiiA; j

city or1 lbcarrgovenuneht
.
jointly

liabielw^
who deprive a^’person * of his

Constitutional PigHts/' "^ '

/

;

^ 4. ;
The 'Commission also pro-

poses -that-the 'President fmake
more use dfFWeiai'law enforc^

ixient officers in the'S6utft,among

other things, -orderingrthem to

make > ontHe^ sceme^airests : for

violationof F^eral laws/To 'im-

plement * this* r^mmeridationV
FBI agents*who have'faiied to act

against" the terrorist'should ,be
replaced ’with^Negro and' white
agents - able' ‘ and' •willing vdb' do
so. Let Pr^identJohnson ;appoint

some, Ne^o|mjirshals, and ;sub‘r

stanti^ydr^Sse the number of

Negro<pe^ty;mai^^ T ^

" *

RacistsFederali.judges^

-poiMedj^b^Pr^ident

areasvwiU>l)e.baalyblurited;ran4^:n^.fa’4ln§^Ne^|:judge;t^^
.
cahc^ed-put'altogetKer
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By GEORGE A. MEYERS
^HE RELUCTANCE of

* ,^e;Departaent of Justice to,

/ effectively^ challenge organ-
?
;:ized ^irop in the South is
e^u^led hy its reluctance to
enforce the Civil Rights legisla-

>
tion this terror is attempting to

i
^xty

:
\ As a result, school, in-

i

*'tegratioh remains a’ sorry failure,
1

j- places \of public, accommodation
i

continue . segregated^ iriv large
i areas, and, registration

,

is muring *

at a snail's pace in most,counties
with a. history of hardcore re-
sistance to Negro Votiiig rights.

Wishful thinkers* who -hope I ^
tfcisvsituation will clear itself ;up r\, T! v

wyth a minimum'ofurging byHhe f ^ ^
FMeral;<Govemment had better ^ / „ 1.

take another .look. As I wri\e /
‘ ""7*

,

this^ there are reports of a^huA / / ; ct>/—H-
dred crosses, burning m, Missis-

sippi, and the mfurder of a civil

rigms workei’ in Alabama. Souths.

^ern diehards say that the Civil

Right^^jaws have no more val-

idity' thari^ did
.
Prohibition,

v
and

that, with a .few "more* years’ of

opjx>siUoh,/'tfiey .wiU meek the

same fate/as "the Volstead'Act.

A look/ at ;«conditions ' in the

South's -public schools proves the

banknip^ydf the .policy' of ‘“vol-

untary ,<MmpUah^’/which ;up to

now has*/ characterized federal

enforcement of.Civil Rights laws.

.
IOTl^ATED FIGURE

i. , / ‘ / / ' / . r, .

' In September/many people ex-

pressed^a/feeling- of ^ti9faction [ft/) )
when the' naUon’s press,gave wide / *

publicity
’ taja report that as ^

high-as 2o;percent of/the;South’s# r
f , h fl?

NegroVchUdren get- ,

* * ’ H

ting a chance-to’secure an equal4

f F ^
"education/i^

***

' \
ihis/fi^re^ rUl^Nt

greatl^exaggera^
the lC^reof EJ| ~
reduced^the/estimai^

n c\iinii,finrmifvrlvdi oil iNefroi^tuSehisT^

$«#«*» *#**

TK,K vVOftKEH

lm- 1&*> 73^£l/oL$
INDEXED.

KUrt.rts $ K6{J.
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: iwhitejspools] Texas, ' with';8i;700;

- (20^.pep<^nt^ wasl included, al-
^thou^i m^ jjeoplc consi that
stat^ ^art^of the Southwest..
*
js The! Southern Hegioxial Council
(S.R.C.) then conducted,an hi.
dependent'survey, and*iii a hard-
hitting'jreport, reduced/the Gov-
en^ent figures eveii' farther. In
the; ten. Southern states, ,S.R.C.
found ’ 76,076 out of; a total of

* 2,524,300*’Negro -students , in inte-
grated schools; leaving over 95

* percent' remaining in /inferior
1

,
j%-cw/ educational^ institutions

1 Almost' twelve years! after the
Supreme 'Court’ declared segre-
gated schools unconstitutional.

v.X?or the reader’s information,

\

^ere are 5^807,OM .white students
l.
in. these ten, states.)

[ .
The O. of E. reported;15,300

f 'out'of 286,600 Negro students at?
tending integrated schools;imAla-
bama. But even "this low figure

5

was in, error. A close count by
S.R.C. could find.no more than/
717 — one< quarter of 1 percent."

/
ih. Mississippi, both reports

agreed that only/ about 1,000 of
that state’s 274,900 Negro stu-

’ dents* are in integrated1

schools.
Of the 379,600 Negro students

enrolled in the schools of the “enl
lightened state of North Carol-

>

ina,” only 8,000 are Integrated, i'

according to S.R/C. —. two per-
cent!

•

FEDERAL AID

Federal aidi to'- education
amounts to 20

;
percent * of the

average school budget. Latest* re-
ports say about:

s
$l,400,000,000 is

earmarked; forrthe' South:
"

To be eligible; tinder Title VI
'

of the 1964 Civil. Rights Law,
school districts must agree, to
^4* segregated schools. The. O.
of 2$. established rather loose •

guidelines wi^inVhichSoutherri
school Viperihtendents promised;
to practice integration! The basic
ingredient in^ plans they/: sub!;,
mitted as \

,
intentions} <was “Freedom of
Choice.”*/

This was .supposed to make ii

possiblevfbr/ Negro/ parents to
transfer their .children from.* in-

ferior segregated, schools - to^pre-
viously* 'aUwhite " schools, with
higher educational! standards.

While this^method may.be sat-

isfactory in some Northern school
districts; inv the. South- it /has-
been applied.in a.way to virtually

‘^relieve Federal, -State, s^-tfocal
^school authorities from their' re!
sponsibilities to end segregated
schools,"* leaving it- up ’tb the
Negro people themselves ‘to en-
force, the law thru/ tiieir owir
efforts;* *

- EXAMPLES
“ Following are a few examples
of the ’way'many school super-

, intendents carried out their
promises io abide by the. law,
and the terror that rewarded'
Negro parents/trying to get their
children

f

a decent education;

In many places - parents whose
children, had; applied for trans?

*

fers to “ previously allwhite
schools were, calledan by school
superintendents and told that,
their children/ would probably
come home “beaten-up” and" the
parents should- hold themselves*
responsible. 'District school ofa
hcials fr^u^tiy^resorted :

to sub-
terfuge.,and ^trickery to;, prevent
J^eedom;^
toj hotify^Negro^^

Withidisniissalfif:Negrovj&Hcir^
^ transferredio;white’s^^^

prisals; despite/a ifoacherfsho&SS
* age. .(The!National-^uStiori^
^ociationV^tiS

The*names;(and^
- parente>requeltfffe

their chil<h^;weie;^Usri^^!n®
the newsi^pers ^ num& 1

areas.\ In others,theii^^plo^rsi}?
were notifi^/^effbUo^^p^^^ ! *

a ,wave of blac!distihg|ahUtKui^^

.
dreds .of; /recoxd<&^
corded acts- of vlolencb^;:^ *,

grated ’ schools ;•

'face 7ihsiUts>’andi^
?

/ discriminatioh I-frohifiboth
<(lwhiteS /

v
-

pupils
"

daily^schcph'.^-ro^ rS8 ?

,«»'
s
* <

;In -some;\Vintbgrated”^schools^

'nients 'and.
.cloakroomff^ *

T t. 1 5 PfWIlYlAn rAfl Weimv, ;om

/

l > '

columns
,to class; school^ j v

While pa&ing/^
'

schobiin St. AuSsti^ ;

recess/ dime.^i, « counted^ ,seven^ ^

reh?.‘were
<

pia^^,^]^efi»ei^‘a4fj
cordirig :to^age.'^u^the“Ne^d'S
childrenJv;joih^t‘byV.^woWJit{l&£

!

whlte'jgirls;: .wefe^tosalngisaalSail®
among.,then«elves?'While'll,wa^

:

watchihg. - a ,r^tronly, .;teacHerl^

,

called^
^

tHeVfwo?iittlelwttt^ i
-

,
to

,

her;^and .ehgaged 'themvihTcoh/5
.

"versatioii^until

'

-

cratic?^rty^repp^
.

County^desci^i^l^ '

°^ ^gro; pupJ^'J^yg^idg^H:^
'‘T^.of^the^/elevehjtNeglo



have?nov^leffebe^us^-^^^s-T’

byfa^^u^Sf^hite

'- ^ess^lup.1 /raat^g^a;*cross,
;was/ *

,

;ch^h
;
where Sis

r

father is pastor.' \

Lji « tr;*? - f...ciA * -

.suspended' {and
;

her/ parents! in-
’

/kt^/she.return/to; the Negro,

£>
^The/facsimile" bf:a letter* writ-'

.t^^by^a^ Negro* parent 4was
hPmi^Smt^ev^provio ->mei>
^tloned?Southern Regional Council
^^portt, it1ielli,of

;the success in
*- fthirteen Negro stu-

j

^previously all-white
f

^g^;^h5^1;near Macon, Ga., but 1

u theh;. go'esfon;., .
. “We are having/

tal lot/of Rouble. My life has ,al-

-ready. " been threatened. My
broUier’s' hoiis has been shot

j

into.^So^ we both will have to

out of school
arid^rriove somewhere else . .

."

^
/ NONEvPENALIZED

. . .
In spite of the violations of the

•' Civil Rights Raw in,many school -

districts which promised to in.
tegrate to; qualify for federal

>
funds, not a single one has had
these funds; cut off!*

Secretary of Health, Education
and r Welfare, John .W? Gardner,

; was; ^noticeably uncomfortable
^and^ evasive on a recent “Meet
the* Press" TV interview when
questions were put to him about

* the South. Administrators in his

t
Department.who have,advocated
a stiffer stand against Southern

/racists have been down graded.
‘ In a press conference, newly
* appointed Commissioner^ of Edu-
cation, Harold Howell II, praised

.his predecessor, Francis Keppel,
who was promoted by President
Johnson^- said a great deal has
bee i idone to end segregation in
Sou them schools, and supported
the discredited “freedom^ of i

: (Continued on page 9) /

choice’/ metH^.^Negro, leaders
immediately/ attacSed¥r hirh'%ks
“encouraging

; r^stance by the
.most backwardvelements in.the
South . . V (and)' shaking the
little remaining; confidence
among your agency’s friends."
The massive/campaigns to in-

tegrate hotels,, Ves ta urant s,

theaters, sports centers and other
areas of public accommodation
have met with some success in
the downtown centers of a num-
ber of Souther^ cities slich as
Richmond, Va„ and Atlanta, Ga.
But in many smaller towns and
rural counties, 4he battle is a
long way from' being won.

TOKEN SERVICE
In some areas, restaurants have

ostentatiously served, visiting
Negro and white civil rights test!
teams, but Negroes living in the
.locality have been warned
against seeking the same services,
“if you know, what is good for
you."

It is* possible to drive through
an* entire black belt county and*
not find, a single restaurant . . .

only “clubs.” To join, oSe must
have a white skin and the'price
of a meal. Many highway 'rest-
aurants are

v
'plaster&l with

“White Only" signs.

imp®**

uemonstraUons^sui^boycotfSI

clerks, and .cashiers^n^dtne&ofS
the, .larger* depar^ent'^StorS'/:
food chains, and.^^centslorw;”!
More.Negroes arefgettlr^jSiMjin*
the localppstbffice^h^^
eral ; institutions.'ButHHe:{erribli

> poverty-,that afiWcts>'lMge|num*
bers-;6t*Negroy-*'ahdl^hit^‘in‘
the rural;countles;;TOntin{ies,'uili'
checked.11

-
? .£

Many county, "falhe^^feup I

strong . resistance-^establishing
even surplus .food programsjjand
don’t hesitateto express*the:Amt
opinion that- sdchKtfili)^\vTOuia;
“spoil" ^egro/fannvwdfkera)§vlf§
are forced to.labor;iroin:daylig}it

.

till dark foiythree ;ahd?fchuSdo!/
lars a day in seasoh^Negrp:leadf
ers claim- thatr dir^tors;Vof/>ibhe
“War^on ;

Mississippi* .are^ ouU/and//out"
racists.'V. *

..
/"!

„ ^

j Attorney General^Ka&enijach:
has beer*

1
characteristlcaliyjprfc

luctant to enforce7the"l96^Vo'lei?
'

Registration Act:to ’spitetof aYi^rj;
rent of wmplaiK^-c^ilgi
Southern electio^'officiMsJofjfbofcl
dragging.. He contiMwistol'taMi
hopefully of. ‘‘vdlunta^campli^i
ance.” A jointf deTegaUonKSfii
Mississippi AEl^CIOSarfdirNeM^fi
leaders had to travel' topwffiii^ *

ingtpn to, demand tliC -'i^rll

'

fderal. registrars'. 1be/stetinto^
that- state:

‘ - ' * -
‘

J
There have', been soW^niS

plaints about federalSre^sfears^



^A^e^leaBerKone c^un^said

p$ters%>^
Y'istered/^^
Jpl^n^faur^^

£» 36/ojfJtheft64^SoMem^
i?cw&am

£~;Negr<£Sjo^^

I ^r^Needlessjto|say,^therejUs.great
|rYdis^iisf^

t' vr « *i^ ^

sYlead/editoriaLlr£tfe?J^

p'tiireb'ti^

v;fundSkfromiigovenmentiassistedB

xip'wea^

{extxemEYreltw
? e^achjs^eparffien
liitYprollably^wiilSri'SiSte^Sse& J
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-

*
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IcSvSSJ
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'U
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DIRECTIVES TO NC MEMBERS ON LITERATURE

In addition to the many tasks given the NC members and

district leaders to arrange the convention and launch the new

Draft urogram^ they were directed to take immediate steps to

order and have* circulated in large quantities the following:

1* The recent pamphlet "by Gus Hall
\

1

. 2. The present report of Hall which will be prepared

as a pamphlet*
4

£

3* a pamphlet by °ackson, consisting of two articles
one attacking'^pjy Wilkins of NAACP, the other on the matter

0f being expelled from the Georgia -Legislature

.

A* A pamphlet by George Meyers, consisting of two

articles being published on southern conditions*

5* The pamphlet "Rights" Oct-Nov issued by Emergency

Civil Liberties Union, bvvngvxvxv titled "Radical Dissent"

and c staining the speeches of 18 peace , liberal , labor and

other representatives at a Constitution Day Sit— Xn*

6* Two publications for use among trade unionists* A

pamphlet by | I
"Journey To The Soviet Trade

Unions"; and another, "LABOR TODAY" published in Detroit.

This is a “progressive" labor publication in which the CP

has a big interest*
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Clarence M. Kelley 3
et. al.
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Employee
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To From-,

3Q

Dote Charged

Employee

Location
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. MEETING ‘OP THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE

COMMUNIST PARTY, U.S.A.

The National Committee of the Communist Party, U.S.A.

convened in New York City the three full days of January

15-16-17 » 196^. The sessions were usually from 8 and 9 AM.

until around 6 P.M. Two of the three evenings were occup-

ied with conferences and gatherings on specific subjects and

involving specific people active in such areas.

Though this was a spoelf-i-O ' meeting of the National

Committee and all present understaad aa^uoh

.

the gath-

ering was designated as a "National Perspectives Conference”.

This was possibly due to some kind of legal advice and caut-

ion stemming from the recent decision of the U. S. Supreme

Court which invalidated a section of the McCarran Anti-

Subersive Act affecting the- Communist Party.

The Conference was arranged and held with cognisance

of certain legal matters. This is seen in the announcement
/

by Henry Winston on opening of the meeting that John Abt,
r

General Counsel of the Party
}

was invited to sit with the

Conference during its duration for the purpose of rendering

whatever legal advice might be needed on any matter.

Also prior to and following the Conference a stream- of

Committee and Commission meetings/ and* large number of

f

s

individual appointments and discussions were held with vari-

ous district and State leaders and others active in specif ic,

areas of "mass work.” • t

l
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Thus, on anuary 14-15 the National Board and Secre-

tariat of the National Committee held marathon meetings trying

to polish up or resolve differences over the Resolution to

be submitted to the Conference; of clarifying and agreeing

to certain subjects and formulations, in Hall’s report to the

Conference; and to agree on general decisions and guidelines
T* *

for the National Convention preparations, financial drive,

of launching thd campaign around the' new Draft Program, and
\
K

other problems.

These sessions were day-long and extended into the

evenings and were often inconclusive (and many proposals

came before the general conference in inconclusive form)

primarily due to a considerable confusion over some changes o^

policy and its emphasis, but also because of an evident dis-

agreement and opposition to various proposals by some of the

party- leadership. Undern£a*b everything a definite faction-

alism among segments of the national leadership was very

obvious*

Following the Conference-, on January 18-10 (and a few

•on the 20th) a number of Commissions and discussions took

place. Among swsh was that of the National Negro Commission,
h

National Youth Commission, Latin-American Commission, etc.

Prior to this, on the evening of January 15th, a foui?—hour

meeting was held consisting of all District and State Organ-

isers and their organizational secretaries. This conference

was intended to specifically implement the tasks and resp-

onsibilities facing the Party in form of a precise examinat-

ion of how it stands in the peace movement per locality;

of the organizational and financial steps required ,to pre-

pare the National Convention: of the stens needed in launching
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a national campaign and big noise around the new Draft

r
rogram; and of quotas and responsibilities for the fin-

ancial campaigns which will exceed some $300 , 000 by mid-

summer. Slswhere in this report reference will be made to

the meetings and decisions of various of these Conferences*

This National Committee meeting was attended by close

to 100 people. An attendence list of approximately 85 has d/v'edjy

been submitted, earlier . Excepting Missouri, there were

representatives from every State and District where the

Party has any kind of organization. In effect its quality

was that of a small, working National Convention. Although

designated as a "Political Perspectives" gathering, which

in Party terms would mean a generalized gabfest concerning

"issues" and "orientation", its actual character was that

of a policy meeting of the National Committee, with only

National Committee members voting (when policy votes were

taken) , but including a large circle of other leaders and
i

activists to be directly informed and mobilized to carry

out the policies and campaigns adopted at this time*

Therefore, the essential purpose ofthis meeting of

the National Committee was to very greatly refurbish its

policies and tactics to
|

more rc'ofresponci|. or keep apace

with, recent fast-running changes in the national and int-

^rnational s 1tuation ,^else°suf-£eg an isolation from fast

moving events and lose out, leadership-wise, to other and

newer forces now appearing on the scene, and especially

those forces and trends which reflect, represent or out-

’ rightly champion a more vigorous, militant and revolutionary

posture—especially the pro-Chinese orientated elements *
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Any retention or further pursuance of the line and

policy which CP USA has followed the past several years,

which in all its aspects was the Khruschchev line of co-

existence, peaceful transition to socialism, and for a '

detente and amicable relationship with the United States,

would result in its total loss of any leadership of the •
'

radical forces; and even more so than at present, have it

identified as being "soft." on imperialism and an appendage

to and apologist of the imperialist forces.

Since the Hall leadership of CP USA is most closely

identified with the former Khruschchev, and present Kosygin-

Brerhnev leadership of CP USSR, its every policy position

hitherto has fully accorded with that of the CP USSR, Any

change or modification in the outlook and "orientation” of

Hall and the CP USA leadership cannot be ascribed to any

independent Judgement or appraisal of conditions, but

will reflect and correspond to that, of the Soviet leadership.

It is from this viewpoint and* yardstick that the

modifications of policy or changed stress on national and

{ : international questions taKen by this meeting of the CP

I

:

. USA leadership must be Judged.
t ,

o' I
|

.

Ij ,
To do arid considering the* line and policy of

* s CP USA until now (attitude to President Johnson, attitude
I

j

. to George A1eany and the trade union leadership, attitude

:
on the question of war, Viet Nam, etc) it is quite obvious

* ’ that this meeting of the National Committee reflected a
i

j very great hardening of line, of establishing a most sharp
;

;

"
f

•

l

and hostile attitude and of a more militant and revolutionary

type than .that pursued hitherto.
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Whether this represents a true reflection of the present

actual policies of the. USSR may be left to speculation or

better judgements* But if CP USA is any mirror of changes

in the outlook and policies of the leadership of the USSR,

the nature of the decisions of this National Committee meet-

ing would so verify it.

The essential content of these NC decisions on a

number of main contentious questions among Communists, bring

CP USA much closer to the Chinese position on these matters.

This does not infer that the CP USA leadership now becomes

pro-Chinese and anti-Soviet, but rather that the Soviet

leadership is shifting in face of an obvious growth of

pro-Chinese influence in world Communist circles, and CP USA

follows a tactical ^uift of the Russians.

Recent changes in the international situation (as

viewed from Communist* eyes) hag expanded the national

liberation struggles, has greately widened the anti-imp-

erialist battles, has aroused larger elements of nationalist

and anti-United States sentiments, has tended to discredit

the USSR, Tito, and other "revisionist" elements in the •

world communist movement; and ljias, undeniably, brought

about in the eyes of these elements, a greater respect for

and belief in the correctness of the arguments and policies

of the Chinese Communist Party,

The war in Viet Nam has served to- create many of the

new changes, which confront the world communist movement*

This in turn has - resulted in creation of a world anti-USA

peace movement often outside of and apart from the work of

the Communist Parties. This entire situation places the
^
^ j

I . .
"

...I
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position of the Soviet Union(g£te& interpreted by mariir)as

! being "soft,” on imperialism, -ef actually being opposed to

! , the liberational war of the Viet Liberation Front, of des-
?

'
- _

'

• iring peace 'at any cost and even at expense of the national

wars of small nations in consequence of their orfn specific

I * Russian interests.
t

* i

.) The role of the USSR in seeking ways to end the war in

- ; Viet Nam for feartsuch wars may engender world war^ is int-i
i i

*

I erpreted as collision with the aggressors, >of hostility to ;

national wars, of uniting with imperialism. From all this

*. the Chinese, who promulgate these attacks, wiiyjr ground in

many radical quarters*
*

+ ^

The Vecent Tri-Continental Congress of Asia-Africa-

, Latin America in Havana, with delegates from nearly 100

nations (including 50 of the newly independent) and some

,

5*00 delegates from throughout the world, was considered a

distinct ideological and political victory for the Chinese
f

, . and a, great weakening of the established Soviet position.

At this conference the hard line speeches and proposals of-

; the* Chinese, Cuban, North Viet, North Korean, and Latin

American guerrila delegations^verwhelmed the ^oposals of
*

f*

the Soviet delegation.

These changes in the International situation, all of

\ which* may hurriedly be characterized as "creating mass
t \ '

political conditions of the highest objective kind" in favor

'
! of militant and revolutionary postures and policies, also

reflect the situation in the ’United States*

’

l,
r

The deepening crisis in Viet Nam and the uncertainties

of' thousands of Americans concerning,* itr the rise ofji.*— —
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|

large national peace movement which embraces large and*
1

im~"-f

Important segments of the. American people (clergy, students,
i
i ~ *

|
Negroes, scientists, professionals); the many demonstrat-

i „

Ions, peace marches, burning of draft cards, several cases
. 1 s-

•‘j .of self-immolation, etc, has brought about a great mass
ill'

1 movement which churns and bolls.
, t fLr*3»

These events have grown up and spread not /In conseq-

ence of CP USA efforts or policies but largely apart from

‘ it. To grasp- and 1 lead and capitalize this upsurge cannot

'jj be. achieved by the CP USA on^iasis of existing attitudes

>1

j
and policies, which this upsurge largely rejects, is not

. : impressed with, or actually scoffs

“i Consequently, together with the first conclusion that
f j

:

'
.

for similar and greater reasons the USSR must take on a more

I

militant stance to contest growing pro-Chinese leadership

vj on a world scale, the CP USA ^^^^^odify its policies.v| on a world scale, the CP USA S«w£
/
/5nodify its policies,

[tactics and slogans to assume a *more militant, more anti-
'i

I imperialist stance or else face the possibility of playing

|

no role or excercising no important leadership of mass move-

•
|
ments which grow steadily,1

.
' It is from the viewpoint of the foregoing two con-

/?>
(

,

cl$i\ions that you should examine' and assess the Political

! Resolution presented to this Conference; examine and assess
i

fthe report rendered by Gus Hall; and when it appears, to

|
examine and assess the Draft Program#

‘ You will observe in this Resolution and Hall Report

» terminology, appraisals, formulations, etc, which have not

appeared in the CP USA for a long time. The attack against
'

*
l

t
American imperialism; against the Administration. and Presid-

. . .

’•
. . S

;; 4nt [Johnson; against the American policies vis-

a

vis Viet Na^
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the new and accentuated policy of hostility arid opposition

-to Meany and the "reactionary” trade Union leadership (now

|tagged as the "Meany
-| |

pro-war axis^") are reflect-'
j I * $

\f ?ive of the new, more militant and revolutionary line which

! is substituted for the hitherto existing policy. As is

V ’known the old line was a ?positive" view to the Adminlst-
* i

* ' *

* ration and often an apology for its actions; a line of

.support stretching from Eisenhower i to Kennedy, to Johnson ’

St ‘l

>
*

!
.as "desiring peace", etc; a line of "positive approach"

'

* to the trade union leadership and stern reprimand to any

I
* \~\r

member who attacked
ri

j
*

r • On this latter matter, Hall actually counseled the

f. Conference to generate within the trade unions "groups,

, fractions, caucuses, I dont care what you call them,"
.s

’?* This is a return to the long-forgotten^^ rank and file
i

1

'

,
oppositional activities and inner-caucuses to make life

£j
miserable for union officials unless they embrace the

t , .

*j’ programs dictated by Communists,
,n t

fl The- new, hard line is also indicated by an unexpected
£

f % <-

, f
‘

attack against .Roy Wilkins of the NAACP, now placed on a
< (

J ‘

t

*j
- par with Meany as a Ymisleader^." ^

Speeches at this Confer-

ence followed the line of the editorial in the WORKER a
?

.'few days before (January 11) and which was a carefully pre-

i
' pared statement of policy position, "Roy Wilkins is to the

t

?

' Negro freedom movement what George Meany is to the labor

> movement (.who) mislead and weaken the great organizations
*

*, they head when they raise their voices in anger against the

I
’ ,s .

* crusaders for peace and take' the side of. the war hawks,"
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* The hard line is also indicated by the content of the

two articles prepared fqr the WORKER by George Meyers

which deal with southern conditions and problems. These

lay out a severe attack against the Administration, and in

terminology not used by CP USA for a long time,

I append ‘ separately a 17-page Political resolution

which was handed each member of the National Committee to
* *

read but then obliged to return to the Secretariat. The

copies were issued with a number to whom given and care-

fully checked as having been returned. In Party terms it

is considered a classified document. NC members were per-

mitted to read it and make notes but not permitted, to .re-

tain it.

A review and study of this resolution will show the

jne'st- sharp^change imposition of the CPUSA on questions of

war and peace, on the domestic situation, attitude to Adm-

inistration, relations with other forces, and its suggested

sharp tactical changes. The very quality of the terminolo-

gy expresses the political content of the new, hardened

line:

"...The Johnson Administration has resorted to a pol-
icy of increased aggression. . /.the rapacity' and aggressivness
of U S imperialism -remains undiminished... .the naked aggress-
lor/against Viet Nam and armed invasion of the Dominican Rep-
ublic have catapulted the world into a new crisis. These
aggressive acts are not the result of rash decisions taken
onthe spur of the moment. They are the product of a policy
of imperialist aggression, a policy which seeks tb stop the
clock of history by 'armed might, to stem the world-wide tide
of revolution. . .It is a doctrine of mass murder and pillage,
of the preservation and extension of a system of national
expolitation and oppression, all for the enrichment of a
handful of giant U S corporations.”

The essence of this report is to. signalize a new and

very sharp change in the orientation,* outlook, policies..e§., u.

r
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attitudes,, slogans, tactics, group and united front rel-

| ^ ationships, methods of mass work,, methods of inner activit-

j

"1 -i ' f i
ites .

I f b *

I *

:ir^ !

The foregoing quotation of the' outlook is intended

‘ 'Ms
'•

'
l ‘ii

'Ml -h*
*i -1 *f

1

r
! !;:

1

: *

I to now be the "approach" and the "line." It will be repre-

'• sented as more militant, more revolutionary. It is designed

|

.to capitalize upon the great social and political ferment,

,! - to try set itself at head of the ferment and movements, to

•i

i now make a most serious effort to break its long isolation
*

-b>

?
from mass movements, to tryA abandon the many old-fashioned

; •

j
and other-days sectarian ways of doing things, and thus

I
expand its organizational base and membership, and weld

$

I ' around itself .a large, periphal following.

* The Party leadership deems that present conditions are

-IK: ii

} such that if daring steps are taken it can break its shell.

i

» ]
L

, ;[ t|

^ i J

;
grow into a mass organization, and come to be a recognized

U political and social force in the nation*
,

Underlying all thinking is the effect and influence
? 1! i i

-Hi ,4 i «

f

,

1 ,of the recent Supreme Court decision on the Me arran Act;

of breaking down the restrictions denying Communists from
l *

|
being trade union officials (tl^e Archie Brown case); the

* somewhat legalization of the right to be a Communist working

i
'

:

tv i

in industry (the Seattle shipyard’ case) ; the invalidation

of passport restrictions; the "constant acceptance" of

Communists in the mass movement (as Arnold Johnson becoming

an official part of some united front peace groups)) Taken

together with the peace movement upsurge and trends where

the Civil Sights, movement is tending to meld with the peace

I T movement Ln peace .movement, " the Bond case
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•••
t;

;
.

3 >'*

l -ji , i

^ < *! *

H' 1

n* *

.Georgia Legislature* the public statements of the Student

Non Violent Coordinating Committee on Viet Nara,etc) as well

as '•stirrings** in the labor movement, and the continuation

of the youth and student movement—the Party leadership

believes now is the time to "get to it" (Hall’s express-

ion) and set about to renew and regenerate the Communist

•Party in the U Sa-

lt should be noted here that at this Conference there

existed a considerable enthusiasm and conviction that .now is

the time for the Party to move and move fast. All reports,

speeches, resolutions and decisions taken at the meeting

was permeated with this conviction and feeling. In this

respect the NC meeting was strikingly different from those

held in the past several years. Those were of a generally

routine, "holding operation" type which talked a lot but

left everybody as glum as when they arrived. Afterward

nothing much happened and things plodded until the next

"conference. This present conference was vastly different.

While it remains to- be seen how 'much of this new conviction

and enthusiasm will translate into accomplishment, it

must be noted that the nature of its decisions and specific
k

directives will "taste good" to the average Party member
* *

who will believe he now has the "tools" with which to make

gains *,

It is the belief of the Party leadership that the big

t break can be made by a development of a three-pronged cam-

j
paign. This campaign is of a type which is intended to in-

* l

’

j
volve every member and supporter of the Party not, as up to

1 how ialone and isolated and in an "inner" fashion % but part of...



and closely allied to movements and people who are active

in various struggles t the peace movement and every step

possible to whip up activity around the Viet "am situation;

an effort to involve an extensive public interest in the

Communists by means of issuance and' popularizing its Draft

Brogram; and a big campaign to focus a greater interest and

following by means of a large, public National Convention

starting June 18th with a hoped-for 1000 people attending.

The internal situation within the' leadership deserves

a mention. The aforementioned Political Resolution was re-

called because there is not agreement by the leadership

on various subjects. The new Draft Program iieady com-

plete! November but will not be issued until perhaps

Peburary 15th. Again, the cause is disagreement on a num-

ber of propositions on which the headquarters leadership

are meeting constantly. The swift international changes

which obliged a swift change or modification of policy made

a number of propositions in the Draft Program and Resolut-

ion contradictory and out-of-date.

•The working Committee on the Draft -Program is Gil

Green, Hy Lumer and Al Richmond (who is doing the actual

journalistic work. )0nce this Committee formulates a matter

for the Draft Program (resulting from a previous discussion

by the leadership) they must junk it because the leadership

starts re-arguing the matter.

Within the operative National leadership there are

distinct basic differences and even factional maneuvering. *

These differences are not of ,a pro-Soviet and pro-Chinese

type. With the- death of Ben Davis the "leftist" trend
f

JliL_the-

top* .leadership disappeared. *
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' Within the leadership there does not show any definite »

pro-Chinese viewpoint. This sentiment is ( however, quite

extensive among the old-guard rank and file Party members

down below.

The differences presently within the leadership might

,be characterized as Hall, Jackson, Lumer, etc, reflecting

and still tied to the old Khruschev and now CP USSR "rev-

isionist” line; and on the other hand, a group of leaders

as Healy, Lima, Green, etc, who are more strongly revisionist

than the former think' it correct to These people re-

present the thinking and outlook of the old Gates crowd,

and have, budged little from their position over the years.

They conlitute a constant body of "friendly” criticism and

pressure against Hallj who is often forced to bend to their

views. This group was strengthened (until recently) by
*

*

T

Ben Davis and Bob Thompson who, though not of their per-

suasion at all, were factional and political opponents of

Hall for other reasons* Thompson was rapidly becoming

the accepted head of the general anti-Hall group until his

recent death.

At present Gil Green 1$ assuming a more aggressive role

h
'in opposition to Hall. Since his return to full activity

.
two years ago Green, at the outset, expressed definite

!

views contrary to the Hall line and, as he said, "put my

' feet too much in my mouth. "These views of Green were of a

distinct Rightist (revisionist) type. During this time

Hail found it relatively easy to underrate Green, to keep

him floating around without any definite and responsible
*

k

position of work and responsibility and thus denied Greeny

!i . . . . i

’ ii



any important base of leadership from which to operate.

When Green commenced to establish a base in Chicago,

Hall maneuvered to' bring him to the national center, but^t®

was given only temporary assignments and left at loose

ends. From this insecure position Green periodically ven-

tured sharp criticisms of Hall*s general line and on many

specific issues, but was overwhelmed by Hall with the loud

support of Stachel, Jackson, and in a lesser' way, Lumer.

However, this has changed. The death of Thompson re-

quired the appointment of one of the top national leaders

to head the New York State organization. Green was appoin-

ted mainly by default and despite the desires of Hall.

. Hall for a long time strongly desired to Mclean out”

the New York state set-up which has perpetually been a base

of hostility to' him. Prior to the 1959 Convention this State'

set-up was the bastion of the "leftists” under Ben Davis.

After Davis, Thompson took over which was no consolation to

Hall because Thompson, though not a leftist and not con-

sidered a "revisionist" was a competitor of Hall on general

leadership principles. Thompson took over the large anti-

Hall base and continued as a thorn to Hall .until his recent

death. During all this time there existed the strongest

hostility and opposition between the "third and second

floors" (State and National set-ups of the national head-

quarters.) These hostilities broke into the open very fre-

quently.
'

With demise of Thompson, Hall again tried to establish

a New York state setup which would once and for all elimi-
i

nate' New York, the second largest state Party organizat-

T- -r» U- -i. i t i jl.. n 3 L. 4 -
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Green could not be denied this post because & the many
* ’ *

casulties suffered by the leadership in the past several

Davis, Thompson, Stachel,

'

I S i!

years

Perry,

:J 4

f i

had reduced the candidates qualified for it;

and beaause Green was a recognized national leader and had^
i z

|_
twenty-f lve years agor&irsady been the New York state head|

and when leaving for prison in the 150 ’ s had £ss£ a very

.good reputation among party members. .

Consequently, Green took over and with his strongly

evident ••rightist” and ”revisionist'' thinking found a strong

political and organizational base from which he could be

independent of Hall and even afford to assume a leading

and open opposition to him. As Green is, in Party terms,

highly sensitive to ''political questions”, is looked upon

as something of a theoretician, is a good writer, excellent

speaker and good ”mixer”7'he often unwittingly shows up Hall

in debate, discussions and aelvanc am^yt of matters to be

acted upon.

To weaken Hall further, the death of Stachel deprives

•him of his leading hatchetman. To make matters still worse

-for him his other staunch hatchetman, Jackson, is now re-

leased as Editor of the WOHKERr'-and active personality in the

dally operative leadership. What Jackson's future assign-

ments will be,, or the actual reason for his release from the

paper is not presently fully known. It is clear, however,

he will not play the same role in the active leadership

as»a daily polemical figure supporting- Hall at every step*

(

Green seems to have taken courage from all this and

now; openly appears ggT critical of Hall. In Green* s speech

to } this NC meetinghis preface remarks were that he

bt
b7C |

i.
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endorses the Hall report "which is, as you know, something

new for me, as it is known I have had strong disagreements

/With Gus bn many questions." In stating this Green left
*

:
the distinct impression that he could endorse the Hall re-

port simply because Hall had to concede to Green the matters

which had held them apart.

The day after the NC meeting adjourned this internal

situation boiled over again. It was o*er, as Hall said

"a fight over a corpse." Earlier Hall and others had sugg-

ested that Mrs. Thompson take steps to investigate the possi-

bllity of Thompson being interred in Arlington National

Cemetary with all military honors. If accepted the Party

ho
would try^get some publicity out of the matter wherein a *

*

nationally known Communist leader is buried in Arlington

as 'a military hero.

The negotiations with the Veteran* s Administration

(or Arlington authorities) were successful. Mrs. Thompson

was informed the internment would be on January and asked

if the chapel (for ceremonies) and honor guard and rifle

tribute were requested. Mrs. Hall declined the chapel,

rifle tribute and decided upon .a most private ceremony to
' b t

involve only herself, Gil Green, | |

b

I7i!w«2 V»e.
and Atty.| |^No speeches, no delegation^, no

ceremonies and, ostensibly no party propaganda or involve-

ment in the affair.

When news of this was conveyed to Hall by Green, Hall
/

1 r .!

was in a meeting with Winston, burner andl

:became more furious than ever known

Hall

. He denounced

;it as a* miserable factional thing. He- granted that
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t

widow’s "wishes should be observed but in this case it is a

; pure and simple factional attack "against the party lead-

' ersh'ip" ('I, e^himself)and utilisation of a funeral) to deny
\

'the Party any role or identity. He called, attention to the
4 >

composition ^f the "delegation" as containing no“ Negro,

„ f

"

no party representative, and consisting solely qf "a fact-
j*

ional oralentation. " He pointed out that Thompson was in

the first place not only a "husband" but a national and int-

ernational Party leader; that eliminating the Party from

the services was befouling Thompson’s whole life under guise

of "widow’s wishes." He proposed an immediate meeting with

Green and the others to "get the straight" of this "unheard"©^
-

thing and said he would insist that the Party be openly rep-

resented, that perhaps Winston should make plans to attend^

notwithstanding what Green or would say.

i l -

! , i

(How this matter all' turned out is not further known., and

is related in the context of describing the sharp internal

situation and its frequent public explosion over the most

big or little things.)

The described interplay of conflicting political ’ideo-

logies and petty power-struggles constantly influence the

campaigns, the policies, the policy documents of the nati-

onal leadership. This more th-sn anything explains the tugs,

pulls and constant delays over issuance of the DRAFT PROGRAM

which has been a project dragging for nearly two years.

It also explains the withdrawal of .the Political Resolution
i-

•which is hereby attached for your study*
j; » ' *

j. It also explains why this meeting of the NC was _ «

called.
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From the beginning of his tenure in 1959 Hall has found

ad*
it uncomfortable and unworkable to try

A make soraethlngAof a

leadership consisting of the old leadership cadre. He has

looked on most of them as passe, beyond thei£ time, incompet-

ent, living in dreams of the past, and removed from the

ef present day life, and realities," He has al-

i ways looked in the direction of eliminating most of them and

creating a new cadre bade of leadership. This explains his

aggressive pressure to Mget onto" the youth work, to dever

lop and draw in new cadres, to infuse the leadership in

districts and national center with new people, younger people

He has often been blockaded in this by attitudes of self-

preservation and efforts of those whom he has marked for

removal to hang on and enjoy their place in the leadership;

„

The assumption of leadership in New York by Green ks

surrounding himself with all kind of forces who dis-

like Hall for varied reasons, makes- Hall most unhappy and
$ *

j
tVery Insecure. Nowadays Hall reacts to even the simplest,

* ^question by, first examining its possible factional and
,

itAe ®T
.political aspect, «tjd almost to psychosis.

<1

,

|
<

Hall demanded this meeting of the NC and demanded it

be of such large attendance. h£s opponents always like to ,

work best in small and narrow committees while nall believes

toe !is always bet^off in large groups and conferences where

the opponents must act carefully. It is said that Hall had

cons id erabSsjr difficulty getting agreement, to have the NC

meet in the first place, and greater difficulty in his demand

that it be of such large size. He overcame all types of

objections about security* recklessness, financial e^c- r

{ . ,

J

,

travagance,, and no necessity because a small working
;
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gathering will be more productive than a ’’mass meeting."

However, Hall fully utilised the "new, big changes"

as warranting a "big leap forward now—or not at all" to

tryjjjmake a iong overdue shift in the life and status of the

Party. The fortuitous changes in national and international

developments,' which permitted the outlining of a more mill-
K

tant and aggressive Communist *art'y policy, were most help- •

,ful to Hall in his policy struggle and contest with inter-

' nal opponents.
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To the extent the policies and decisions of this NC

|
meeting are successfully prosecuted, to that extent Hall will

be immeasurably strengthened in his leadership and a weak-

many new members are expected; newer and younger people are

expected to be inducted into the leadership from top to

bottom levels; it is expected that the Party and members

•will be engaged in movements and struggles and associated

'with non-party masses which creates a poor atmosphere for,

o*r aui enl/
those such movements Interested in internal

hair-splitting.

In this sense, the NC meeting was a considerable

political victory for Hall. Itfonay therefore be exoected

1
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H '
s that the decisions and outlooks of the NC meeting will be

1 ?•
? i

f ,
.

j aggressively pushed by Hall, and the next six months should
‘.I’

'

4 ' " '

4

1

1
{witness an unusual scurry of efforts and activities by the

;!
«*,

! j>;

;

;Party. *

. *

It should also be noted that, contrary to former
,

i C

'gatherings of this kind,, there existed evidence that the Party

i
' has

, grown and his growing in the recent period. This was
{

1 r '

1
•

.
_

reflected in, a number of speeches from districts as to theiij

M.
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'j activities and 'experiences. It was also shown in the qual-
r
,

‘ ity of attendance* Of the approximate 100 people attending

’I
*

this meeting, roughly one-third could be Judged as being under

|
30 years of age—most inTmid-twenties. Formerly if five

v of 100 were under 50 fiTTwould be exceptional. Also, in

and around Party gatherings, offices and areas of activit-

ies there is observable ah ever-growing number of much younge-

While some of this growth has taken place as result of

consistent and planned work in certain areas, -gjroo. very much

has occurred whereat people just start out "looking for

the Party". Mickey Lima in his* speech said he now has four

applications in his pocket but doesnt know what to do with

4

they will be soured and disillusioned but has no new, approp-

riate setup to accomodate the influx of new, fresh people.

The National office, according to Hall, continues to

receive a large amount of mall befrng .inquiries, requests for.

information and literatur<^f Healso stated that many people

are now speaking to him about joining the party. He vaguely

referred to an "important national mass leader in the Civil

Rights movement, onoe with us but^left, but who has worked

with us cooperatively in some national struggles, now asks

about the advisability of his joining the Party." ( A pure

. speculation suggests Bayard Rustin might be the one he was

speaking of^as Rustin fits this category.)

Some organisational advance may* be expected also be-

cause, for the first time in some years,, there was held a

number of specific organizational meetings and discussions
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> In addition, some definite points of concentration ha^S.

« | l'

s

. been selected. In. Chicago, which has limped along for so

long with the ill [overburdened/, plans are now

; :r

* , underway to withdraw Jack Kling from Preiheit-Jewish work
*

i*

J zepk become an open district functionary. Also Lou Diskin,

' while continuing operate the Party book store, will be-
i

come an active Party district functionary. Finally,
| |

.
I 1

pvefcaV?W
' of Philadelphia is being transferred to Chicago^to '

i function as organisational secretary.

I
* ‘

|

* Discussion was heard of plans to open-nip several open
i

,

*

I

I Party headquarters in cities where they were long abandoned,

I

. and .to have as many districts as possible have an ’’open,
*

*

*
t #

; Communist spokesman." Chicago, Cleveland, Newark and Phila-

j rdelphia are suggested as being first.

j

f According to Rubin ('“'rganizational Secretary) the Party
a

|

ihas need- of a great amount of people for many responsible

j

^positions in districts but cannot as yet find them. He

[>
mentioned that Seattle now will need an open spokesman as

, f
* • b6

I
I |

is returning to work as a longshoreman to take b?c

advantage of ,a pro-communist ruling made recently; that
!

|

an open leader is needed in Boston; itt. particularly in

! Atlanta and Birmingham^which are the two ^southern concen-

tration points, af -getting a start-.
s

1

The foregoing is intended as a general review of the
’

f

National Committee meeting and the main considerations which .

- underlie its discussions and decisions. It is also in-

5 tended as a suggestion as how to review and assess the Poli-

;
tical Resolution, Hall's Report, Hall's Summary talk, and

. }

1

-it - ..J.

‘ other documents and speeches made at the meeting.
j
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I append to this report the Political Resolution,

notes on the report made by Hall, notes on the summary talk

by Hall, and individual reports on a number of specific

questions, discussions, and sub—meetings which occurred.

All of these should be considered as a whole in order to

obtain an overall picture of this meeting of the National

Committee#

Between now and the end of June—according to the

decisions of this NC meeting—the Party will strive to focus

intense activity and attention on the following:

1. Around the Viet Nam war. in all its aspects; all

possible activities within the existing non-CP peace move-

ments and committees, as well as trying to create still

others more directly influenced by the C.P. An effort to

create about 100 new committees "however small" between now

and Octobe^l5-l6. A great attention to the March 25-26

peace demonstrations. A great effort to have scores of

Party-influenced delegates and committees present at the

April meeting of the National Coordinating Committee.

An effort to squeeze the
|

~|-Aptheker- trip to Hanoi

for all it .is worth in propaganda. An effort to latch onto

and push higher the matters arising from the exc]^uJion of

in the Georgia Legislature as a means of reach-

ing Negroes and other peace supporters#

* 2 . Efforts to launch a national campaign around the

issuance of the Draft Program (see separate report),

3. An effort to break the shell of isolation and be-
i

come a public force by swinging a ’large, national convention

toj -embrace 1000 people^ in june.C

;
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la addition, ttera am oaeloead herewith far the
haman the original and fire copies of a letterhead sees-
«**»» captioned, **000 UU; IWTWKAL MCOTITY - C" ralatlag
ta the aatter cat forth la the enclosed inforaaat's statcacat
sines the Unman any deeire to diaaeaiaato this laforaation
to the Bepartaeat af Jumtias.

_ ^
^jrh^aacloaad letterhead seaorandua has been classic

flad taasaaeh as it sets forth infomatioa
fres a soamo ehose continuing fntmre effectiveness could fee
jeopardised if such iaforaatioa ess disclosed.

la order ta farther protect the identity af this
aearee, the eeelased letterhaed aaaoraadaa has hem shoes
ss herlag bean prepared at Vashisgtas, 0, C.
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January 26, 1966

It ham been learned that GUS HALL, General Secre-
tary of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), is now scheduled
to sate a public appearance at the Ihskegee institute, Turn*
fcegee, Alabama, on February 11, 1966. MALL has twice post*
poned this appearance and actually would like to have Cached
out" completely fro* the commitment. However, HALL received
a telephone call on this matter from Itoskegee and the caller
threatened to charge him with "cold feet” unless he appeared.

Also, it has been learned that there is consideration
being given to advising the Attorney General of HALL'S pending
trip to fhsfcegee together with a demand that it is expected
protection will be given him because of all the murders in
the South without solution to one of these crimes. As of the
early part of the week of January 23, 1966, the thinking among
the leadership of the CP, USA was that an official letter should
be sent to the United states Department of Justice; however,
it would not be made public.

I
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January 26, 1666

functionary of the Communist Party icp

^

^ OTA( held

£a
H.fY^k ?ny°S

SSJgo^tVSuirS eometlro in early ^ary ,1666

Lrsk£.~ s
c^s,r^"*,iL

!^*Siv it was liSn«6 that LIGHTFOOT did. In fact,

Spar^iow York City by train at 7:30 p.*.. £«£*** JJ;
for Canada and that ho expected to bo back in sow

P?2vi««lJ* LIGBTfOoS had stayed at the residence of VIhLUX

U PATTroSON for tbo past several wooks,

F00X ^t^l^YorJ
£t£^ht£ ££*o?\£ ^oSh^^^
on tbo subject of ehethsr communists have a place in tno

Negro freedom movement.
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